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1 INTRODUCTION 

The present document comprises the Progress Report October – December 2006 
issued in the framework of the project “Navigational Channel for Turkmenbashi Port – 
TACIS/2005/109-967”.   
 
As announced in the Technical Proposal, the Monthly Reports will be brief and concise, 
just stating progress, planning and the critical path of the project. It is also an opportunity 
to attach first findings on project components, which will be documented subsequently in 
Working Papers. 
 
The present report has the Working Paper no. 4: “Dredger Survey” in Annex D. 
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2 PROJECT PROGRESS 

2.1 Missions 

During the reporting period following missions were carried out: 
 
• October 20th – October 31st: Port Infrastructure / Dredging Specialist, Mr. Keith 

Bunning.   
During his fourth Mission, Mr. Bunning adjusted the recommended proposal for the 
Hydrographic Surveys formal requirements, to obtain “no-objection” from TMRL and 
approval by the Europe-Aid Project Manager.   

 
• October 20th – October 28th: Marine Survey Specialist, Mr. Ian Thompson.  

Mr. Thompson performed a survey of the technical condition of the dredger vessel 
Sagadam MV.  

 
• December 4th – December 11th: Team Leader, Mr. Hans Vogelaar 

Attendance to meeting in Ashgabat and finalisation inception report - see below 
 
• December 4th – December 9th: Port Infrastructure / Dredging Specialist, Mr.  

Keith Bunning.   
Attendance to meeting in Ashgabat – see below 

 
Up to date, 10 missions to the country (total: 100 days) have been carried out by the 
consultant:  

a. 7 July 2006 – 18 July 2006: Hans Vogelaar (Team Leader / Economist)  
b. 7 July 2006 – 18 July 2006: Keith Bunning (Port Infrastructure / Dredging 

Specialist) 
c. 30 August 2006 – 12 September 2006: Keith Bunning 
d. 1 September – 9 September 2006: Charles Haine (environmentalist) 
e. 18 September – 26 September 2006: Hans Vogelaar 
f. 18 September – 26 September 2006: Filip Augustyns (Coastal 

Morphologist / Navigation Specialist) 
g. 20 October – 28 October : Ian Thompson (Marine Survey Specialist) 
h. 20 October – 31 October: Keith Bunning 
i. 4 December – 9 December: Keith Bunning 
j. 4 December – 11 December : Hans Vogelaar 
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2.2 Reporting 

This paragraph presents the progress made with the reporting.   
 
Following submission of the Inception report (August 2006 in English and 15 September 
2006 in Russian), the Consultant received observations: 
• From TMRL: in a letter dated October 2nd 2006; the Consultant replied per fax on 

31st of October 
• From the Permanent Secretariat of TRACECA in Baku: in a fax dated October 31st.  
• From TMRL: in a letter dated December 6th 2006; handed over to the Consultant  

during meeting in Ashgabat 
A copy of this correspondence is included in Annex A 
 
Following the meeting on December 6th in Ashgabat, the team leader travelled to 
Turkmenbashi where he worked closely with TMRL representatives to finalise the 
Inception Report taking into account the observations of TMRL on the Inception Report.   
The comments received from TMRL and from the Permanent Secretariat of TRACECA 
were taken into account, and on December 13th the Consultant dispatched the final 
version of the Inception Report in English and Russian to all recipients in accordance 
with the TOR.   
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2.3 Assessment of the Condition of the Dredger Vessel 

The conclusions of the survey of the dredger vessel, as well as an assessment of the 
reparation works required and an estimate of the cost for repairs are presented in the 
Working Paper no. 4, included in Annex D to this progress report. 
 

2.4 Hydrographical Surveys 

During the missions in October and December, the consultant stressed to TMRL the 
importance of receiving “no objection” to start the hydrographical survey works.  Up to 
date (January 17th, 2007), such no-objection has not been given yet.   This subject is 
further discussed in Chapter 3 - Outstanding Issues and Further Planning of the Project . 
 

2.5 Assessment of Training Needs 

Following a request for the names and experience of the crew in advance of the visit in 
October, the consultant had simply been advised that all the crew required training. 
During the visit a form was developed and handed to the Master of the dredger with the 
request that he provide the names and duties of the crew together with their marine 
experience and any on dredging. The results of this are awaited. 
 

2.5.1 Vessel Inspection Training 

It was suggested that some training might be considered to cover aspects of vessel 
inspection. Unfortunately during the mission none of the vessels engines could be run 
and as these drive the generators, none of the electrically driven equipment could be 
operated and controls tested. The chief mechanic was additionally incapacitated. Under 
this constraint the only survey that could be undertake was a visual one coupled with 
some enquiries to the crew, mainly the master and the first mate but with a deputy mate 
on the second and subsequent days. 
 
There could be no discussion or instruction on what noises or vibrations to look for and it 
became an exercise in recording visually the condition on which the crew were aware 
and de-motivated by it poor condition. 
 

2.5.2 Dredger Training 

The master of the dredger informed that a full crew compliment would be around 30 men 
and that over the last year there has been a turnover in crew of around 80 men. The 
master considered himself less than experienced in dredging and it appeared only the 
first mate had gained some through work with other companies. This should be clearer 
once the questionnaire has been completed by the master. 
 
Clearly no training could be given through the mission because the dredger could not 
operate but also because as an operator the Port did not seem to be aware of the state 
of the dredger or were in denial on its inability to work. The crew are sent there to be 
present and with no work have become bored without an active organisation or routine. 
 
To provide training it is necessary to have a working dredger on which to demonstrate, 
practice and fine tune the learning or modify the procedures to find best practice. If the 
final report on the study comes out with a recommendation that the dredger be repaired 
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then it is likely to be some time for the funding to be made available; to obtain tenders 
and approvals; and then to dry-dock and carry out the repairs. Thus effective training on 
the Port’s dredging equipment cannot be provided, it is estimated, for 1½ to 2 years. 
 
An alternative could be to take some of the crew away to learn on another dredger 
which should ideally have some similarities to the Port’s or other type that may be 
recommended by the report. With a previous crew turn over of 80 per year it would be 
necessary to be very selective on those sent because the question must be asked, 
“would they still be in the employment of the Port in 1½ to 2 years time when the Port 
might have a dredger to use?” 
 
The project provides only a modest sum to finance training and it was not envisaged that 
it would be necessary to train individuals with no experience in dredging and even 
marine works. To bring a novice up to a standard found on most dredgers would take a 
great deal of time and training. It would also assume that there was some desire to be 
an active member of a dredging team and not simply one who turns up to sit around as 
they seem to at present. Again most training would need to be fairly practical and 
covered on a dredger. 
 
A workshop could be developed to show the crew the differing types of dredging 
technique used in other parts of the world for differing ground and sea conditions. This 
runs the risk of simply being attention grabbing entertainment because they are unlikely 
to see, let alone use, any of the wide range of dredgers available. It would be necessary 
to refine and focus on the conditions to be found at Turkmenbashi and the options that 
might be viable. 
 
It is understood that there are technical institutes in Astrakhan for example which run 
courses that cover maritime issues including dredging. These are likely to be longer 
term courses which may not fit in with the project timescale. Again it would be desirable 
to select individuals to be trained on their ability and likely commitment to stay with the 
Port. 
 
Further research will be undertaken and used in conjunction with the crew list to develop 
training needs and programme. 
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3 OUTSTANDING ISSUES AND FURTHER PLANNING OF THE PROJECT 

In order to discuss outstanding issues in Ashgabat, the Team Leader, Mr. Hans 
Vogelaar, and the Port Infrastructure Specialist, Mr. Keith Bunning, travelled to 
Ashgabat on 4 December to attend the meeting with representatives of the European 
Commission, the National Coordinating Unit and TMRL on December 6th.    
 
In the meeting and in subsequent fax to TMRL (F005 included in Annex B to this 
progress Report), the Consultant re-confirmed what was already stated in the progress 
report issued in September 2006: that the survey is critical to the advancement of the 
project and without it very little work and progress can be made.  Further execution and 
planning of the project depends on the approval to contract the hydrographic survey 
works.    
 
Minutes of meeting, as noted by the Consultant, were sent in an attachment to the fax 
F006 sent to TMRL on 14 December 2006, and included in Annex B to this progress 
report.    
 
Further, the Consultant was informed that the beneficiary was not satisfied with the local 
staff assigned by the Consultant, including the Maritime Engineer cum Office Manager 
of the Consultant’s team and supporting office staff.  The Consultant was requested to 
replace the local staff (see also next chapter of this report).  
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4 STAFFING 

As per Technical Proposal, the expert input is as in the table below.   
 
During the meeting in December in Ashgabat, the beneficiary indicated that the Maritime 
Engineer cum Office Manager of the team, Mrs. Enegul Hayderova, should be replaced.   
Further, in consultation with TMRL, candidates will be sought for the positions of 

• Maritime Engineer 
• Local Environmental Engineer 
• Local Hydrographer 
• Local Marine Vessel Inspector 

 
To assist the Consultant with this task, TMRL handed over a total of fifteen (15) CV’s for 
inclusion in the project.  A copy of the CV’s is included in Annex C to this report. 
 
It is noted that all proposals for Experts need approval of their CV by the Europe-Aid 
Project Manager. 
 

EXPERT INPUT Number of days Name 
Key Experts (Short-Term International 
Senior) 

Country Home  

• Team Leader/Transport Economist 65 35 Hans Vogelaar 
• Port Infrastructure/Dredging Specialist 50 30 Keith Bunning 
• Environmental Specialist 25 5 Charles Haines 

Other International Experts (Short-Term 
International Senior) 

   

• Marine Survey Specialist 10 8 Ian Thompson 
• Coastal Geomorphologist 15 7 Filip Augustyns 
• Training Specialist (HRD) 10 5 Team 
• Navigational Specialist 5 10 Filip Augustyns 
• Geotechnical Engineer 15 5 Keith Bunning 
• International Backstopping Home office based ROYAL HASKONING 

Local Experts (Short-Term Local Senior)    
• Maritime Engineer     

Up to December 2006: 65  Enegul Hayderova (1) 
After December 2006: 60  To be nominated (1) 

Total: 125   
• Environmental Engineer 40  To be nominated 
• Hydrographer 25  To be nominated 
• Marine Vessel Inspector 10  To be nominated 

Support Staff (Local)    
• Secretarial Support/Interpreters, 

drivers and other support staff 
   

Up to December 2006: 6 months  Employed  
After December 2006:   To be nominated 

 
Note (1): the beneficiary indicated that the Maritime Engineer cum Office Manager of the 
team, Mrs. Enegul Hayderova, should be replaced.  The consultant is now in the 
process of searching an adequate replacement for this position.    
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ANNEX A: OBSERVATIONS ON THE INCEPTION REPORT 
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ANNEX B: OUTSTANDING ISSUES, MEETING DECEMBER 6TH IN ASHGABAT 
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A COMPANY OF 

Fax  
 
 

To : Turkmen Maritime and River Lines 
 Turkmenbashi, Turkmenistan 
Attn. : Mr. Ashirov Kurbannazar 

Amanmuradovich 
  
Fax number : + 993-243-20744/20799 
Your reference : - 
 
From : Hans Vogelaar 
Direct line : ++31 24 328 44 30 
E-mail : e.smit@royalhaskoning.com 
Our reference : 9R1827.21/F5/401180/Nijm 
Date : 11 December 2006 
Pages : 5 (including cover sheet) 
 
Subject : Navigational Channel for Turkmenbashi Port at Turkmenistan - 

TACIS/2005/109-967 
 Hydrographic Survey Clarifications 
   
 
Dear Mr. Ashirov 
 
During the meeting of 6 December 2006 in Ashgabat attended by yourself, others of TMRL, the 
NCU, the EC and Royal Haskoning it was agreed that I would write to record the development of 
the proposal for the hydrographic survey and the current situation with the aim of receiving your 
formal approval. It was confirmed at the meeting that the survey is critical to the advancement of 
the project and without it very little work and progress can be made. I hope this letter adequately 
addresses the issues and that you are able to give that approval by return. 
 
The Report On Proposals For Hydrographic Survey were presented to TMRL towards the end of 
August 2006 in English with a Russian version handed over on 5 September 2006. The report 
recommended that the work be awarded to LD INFO with their offer which included handover of 
the survey equipment to TMRL on completion of the project works. The report included a fairly 
detailed breakdown of how each tenderer had built up their proposed bid for the works. 
 
By discussion and letter of 7 September 2006 we informed that the EC EuropeAid could not 
accept our recommendation that the contract be awarded with the option of the survey 
equipment being handed over to TMRL at the end of the project survey and we enclosed a copy 
of the EC EuropeAid email confirming this. The next best offer for the survey works, as outlined 
in the report, was also by LD INFO but in this case they showed that they allowed for hire and 
return of the equipment on completion of the survey. The EC EuropeAid gave in their email 
approval to this option. 
 
Also in the letter of 7 September 2006 we informed on the non-Turkmen staff proposed by LD 
INFO with their CV’s and made a request for your “no objection” to award of the survey work to 
that company. 
 
Discussions on the LD INFO proposal were held with the Chief Technical Officer to TMRL and 
his assistants. He in fact contacted LD INFO directly and satisfied himself that the equipment and 
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methods proposed were suitable and could be accommodated within the administrative and 
security constraints that exist around the proposed survey area. 
 
On the 8 September 2006 at a meeting with you and TMRL staff we reviewed the proposal for 
use of LD INFO including the status of the equipment to be employed and I understood at that 
meeting that your approval was given and that this would be conveyed formally to the NCU. This 
understanding was confirmed in my letter of 10 September 2006. 
 
Below I set out the key points of the LD INFO offer and the basis on which we propose the works 
be awarded to them. 
 
 
Scope of Survey Works 
 
As mentioned during our meeting it is necessary under the Terms of Reference for us to have 
considered options for the channel and thus there is some need to be flexible in what we survey. 
It is also a requirement that the works be carried out to international standards and within the 
budget. We have thus identified what we consider at this stage to be necessary and adequate 
but should further study indicate that other areas require survey then there is the option to do this 
by exchange with deletion of some of the areas currently included. We have thus defined the 
survey works as follows. 
 
 
The works comprise of the hydrographic survey works and their interpretation into drawings for 
the project named as Navigational Channel for Turkmenbashi Port. The works must be 
inclusive of supply of all equipment and labour to carry out the works and their interpretation. 
The following describes the limits: 
 
Survey of the existing main channel and its branches (approximately 25Km);  the old channel 
(approximately 34Km) and a proposed length for straightening (approximately 6km) 
 
Survey lines are to run across the channel and berths at around 20m internals for the existing 
main channel and at 50m intervals for the old channel and each line across is to run for 300m. 
Four longitudinal lines are to run to prove the sections and give some indication of any 
significant change between. The above provides for the allowed works which may be 
amended proportionally to give enhanced or reduced details as appropriate around structures 
or open waters. Other options for channel location may also be considered. 
 
The land to waters edge to each side of the channel through the Turkmenbashi Spit is to be 
surveyed and recorded together with the channel seawards for 1km where the survey is to 
extend for 500m each side of the channel centre line. 
 
The sub-consultant is to collect all data from the surveys and transpose this through computer 
software on to drawings to provide base drawings with coordinated grid lines, spot levels 
and/or contours. Layout drawings are to be prepared for options for channel re-alignment as 
proposed by the Consultant. Additionally drawings are to be produced for cross sections of the 
existing site and to transpose onto these options for future design sections to show the 
material to be removed and to compute the volumes of such dredging. 
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At all stages of the works the sub-consultant is to work closely with the Port of Turkmenbashi 
and to provide training to their operatives both in the surveying, use of equipment and analysis 
of the results. The sub-consultant is to ensure that at the end of the project the Port of 
Turkmenbashi team are able to carry out the works without further technical assistance. 
 
The sub-consultant is to bring to Turkmenbashi all equipment necessary for the works and as 
generally outlined in their tender. The equipment is to be insured during transit and during use 
in the works. The sub-consultant shall liase with TMRL to ensure that all permissions from the 
relevant authorities are obtained for import of the equipment into Turkmenistan. This 
equipment is to include the following which is not to be considered an exclusive list 
 
Echo sounder 
Sound velocity profiler 
Tide gauge 
Wireless DPGS Receiver Kit 
Wireless DGPS Base Station Receiver Kit 
Mobile Computer 
Software for survey and office use with editing function 
 
It should be note that to comply with Turkmen legislation all software is to be registered in the 
name of the Port of Turkmenistan. 
 
 
Permissions for use of radio frequencies are to be obtained by the Port of Turkmenistan but 
the sub-contractor is to assist with this by providing such information as might be necessary 
and selecting appropriate equipment for use in Turkmenistan. 
 
The survey boat owned by the Port of Turkmenistan and to be used for the works requires 
repair and provisioning with safety equipment. A budget has been given for this and the sub-
consultant is to arrange estimates for carrying out the repairs and upon agreement by the 
consultant, undertake the repairs. 
 
Additionally a budget has been set for provision of fuel, lubricants or other incidental 
expenditure  instructed by the Consultant and the sub-consultant is to undertake the provision 
and management of these. TMRL have indicated that they may be best placed to provide fuel 
and lubricants but this budget is to remain for other incidentals and contingencies.  
 
 
Programme 
 
It has been established that in total three months will be required for the survey works providing 
the weather remains suitable. The periods can generally be broken down as follows. 
 

Month One  
 
Order and mobilisation of equipment 
Organisation and implementation of repairs to survey vessel 
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Obtaining visas and mobilisation of survey team 
Obtaining permissions to use of radio frequencies and communication with relevant 
authorising bodies 
Preliminary education of port staff in measures to be undertaken 
Planning and preparation 
 
Month Two 
 
Survey of main channel 
Data processing and drawing development 
On the job training of Port staff 
 
Month Three 
 
Calculations on dredge volumes for main channel 
Finish survey of main channel and move on to areas of berths, old channel and any 
options 
Complete all drawings and extend dredge volume calculations 
Complete on the job training 

 
 
Payment to LD INFO for the Survey Works 
 
 
For supply of all equipment and provision of all labour for carrying out 
the survey and training of Port staff; processing data, production of 
drawings and computing dredge quantities 

 
 
US$  94,800 

Contingency sum to be expended at authorisation of Royal Haskoning 
for repairs to survey vessel 

 
US$    6,000 

Contingency sum to be expended at authorisation of Royal Haskoning 
for consumable items on survey vessel 

 
US$    3,000 

                                                                                 TOTAL US$103,800 
 
The contingency sums may spent in part or whole as required and approved by Royal 
Haskoning.  
 
 
General Control 
 
It is acknowledged that it is the Port of Turkmenbashi that has the licence to carry out 
hydrographic survey works and for this reason LD INFO will work very closely with them and 
keep them informed on all activities. For their part the Port of Turkmenbashi will be providing the 
boat for the survey and its crew together with technicians for on the job training through 
involvement with the survey. Similarly technicians will be trained in the use of the computer 
software and generation of drawings and calculation of dredge quantities. The Port will have 
access to all of the information generated. 
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I hope you find the above information acceptable and sufficient to confirm your agreement to use 
of LD INFO for the hydrographic survey works. As pointed out the commencement of the surveys 
is crucial to the overall project and your urgent acceptance is required. For ease of your 
response I give below am area where you can sign as confirmation of your approval and by 
return we will note this. 
 
We thank you for your consideration in this matter and look forward to your reply. 
 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Royal Haskoning 
Hans Vogelaar 
Team Leader 
 
 
CC – NCU; EC 
 
 
 
 
 
Having considered the information provided and the recommendation that the Hydrographic 
Survey Work  for the Navigational Channel for Turkmenbashi Port be undertaken by LD INFO I 
hereby give my approval  
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To : Turkmen Maritime and River Lines 
 Turkmenbashi, Turkmenistan 
Attn. : Mr. Ashirov Kurbannazar 

Amanmuradovich 
  
Fax number : + 993-243-20744/20799 
Your reference : - 
 
From : Hans Vogelaar 
Direct line : ++31 24 328 44 30 
E-mail : e.smit@royalhaskoning.com 
Our reference : 9R1827.21/F6/401180/Nijm 
Date : 11 December 2006 
Annex                     :  Minutes of Meeting – meeting 6 December 2006 
Pages : 4 (including cover sheet and annex) 
 
Subject : Navigational Channel for Turkmenbashi Port at Turkmenistan - 

TACIS/2005/109-967 
   
 
Dear Mr. Ashirov, 
 
Thank you very much for the availability of you and your staff for discussions on project progress 
in Turkmenbashi on 8 and 9 December, 2006. 
 
As agreed during the Meeting in Ashgabat on 6 December 2006 (minutes attached to this 
message), the final Inception Report would be prepared taking into account your remarks (as per 
your letter # 7/742 of December 6, 742). This has been done in good cooperation with your staff 
on 8 and 9 December in Turkmenbashi. 
 
On your repeated request to avail of detailed (financial) project/contract information I could not 
but refer you to the European Commission. 
 
Thank you for the wealth of CV’s for local project experts and support staff you provided to us. 
We will assess your proposals and come back to you. Please note that all nominations for 
experts/specialists have to be approved by the European Commission. 
 
At the meeting of 6 December, it has been agreed that once the revised inception report has 
been issued, and the “no objection” for the Hydrographic Survey has been given, Consultants will 
prepare an updated planning for the remainder of the project for activities to progress early 2007 
without further delay. 
 
Following the meeting of 6 December, we have sent to you an accompanying letter (sent earlier 
in a separate fax to you) to go with the proposals for the Hydrographic Survey, already contained 
in the Inception Report of August 2006, and discussed with you and your staff at various 
occasions during the past three months. I regret to learn that you still have a long list of detailed 
questions about the organization, financing and execution of the survey, which can not be 
answered at this stage. What is needed first is your “no objection” to the choice of Contractor and 
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proposal, based on extensive information provided to you. Subsequently the Contractor will 
prepare a detailed planning for your consideration.  
 
Please appreciate that we can not prepare our detailed project planning for the remainder of the 
study, as requested by you, before receiving your “no objection” to the Hydrographic Survey 
proposal, as was agreed during the 6 December meeting. 
 
Royal Haskoning is very much concerned with the fact that our Project Office has been closed by 
your order and that Royal Haskoning staff can not avail of company project materials. I urgently 
ask your cooperation to open the office to our staff to let them remove Royal Haskoning property 
at your earliest convenience. 
 
 
With kind regards, 

 
 
 
 

 
Royal Haskoning 
Hans Vogelaar. 
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Navigation Channel for Turkmenbashi Port 
(Tacis/2005/109-967) 
 
Meeting Beneficiary, European Commission, NCU-Tacis and Consultants 
Ashgabat, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, December 6, 2006 
 
Present (alphabetic order) 
 
Mr. Ashirov (TMRL) 
Ms. Atamuradovna (TMRL) 
Mr. Bikyev (Ministry Foreign Affairs) 
Mr. Bunning (Royal Haskoning) 
Mr. Enayat (TMRL) 
Mr. Ronconi (European Commission) 
Mrs. Sadykova (NCU-Tacis) 
Mr. Taganov (NCU-Tacis) 
Mr. Vogelaar (Royal Haskoning) 
Mr. Wilson (NCU-Tacis) 
 
Purpose meeting: discussion on project progress, outstanding issues. 
 
Main conclusions: 

- All parties involved emphasize the importance of the project and the need to settle 
outstanding matters in order to continue project execution without further delay. 

- With respect to Mr. Ashirov’s query about project duration (6 months in Terms of 
Reference, 12 months in contract), Mr. Ronconi answers that the latter prevails but he 
will give clarification on the issue from Brussels 

- With respect to Mr. Ashirov’s request to avail of detailed (financial) project/contract 
information Mr. Ronconi answers that this is a matter between the Commission and the 
Contractor. The Beneficiary shall be provided with the financial aggregates (total contract 
value) and a detailed breakdown of resources in terms of man days (foreign and local) for 
defined tasks. This has been done. 

- With respect to the Inception Report, issued in August 2006, TMRL has a long list of 
detailed questions, remarks. It is agreed that TMRL and Consultants will address these 
issues as soon as possible. 

- Consultants emphasize that “no objection” of TMRL to the Hydrographic Survey 
Proposal, contained in the Inception Report, is conditional to due project progress. It is 
agreed that the no objection will be given upon submission of a formal request to that 
effect by the consultants. 

- As to project staffing, Mr. Ashirov claims that the Local Maritime Engineer, nominated by 
the Consultants, is considered not adequate to TMRL. Mr. Ashirov offers the support of 
TMRL staff, for all positions, free of charge. 

- Consultants put forward that the technical condition of the TMRL Dredger appears much 
worse than anticipated. This is considered a serious risk for achievement of the project’s 
objectives. 
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- It is agreed that once the final inception report has been issued, and the “no objection” for 
the Hydrographic Survey has been given, Consultants will prepare an updated planning 
for the remainder of the project for activities to progress early 2007 without further delay. 

 
Ashgabat, December 10, 2006 
Royal Haskoning 
Hans Vogelaar 
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ANNEX C: CV’S 

The following pages contain the CV’s of staff under consideration for fulfilment of the 
positions of local experts and of local support staff. 
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ANNEX D: WORKING PAPER NO. 4: “DREDGER SURVEY” 

The following document presents the findings of the assessment of the technical 
condition of the dredger survey. 
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1 INTRODUCTION   
 
The survey was carried out visually with several inspections of all areas of the vessels 
that I was able to inspect. Photo’s taken of areas inspected are enclosed in the report. 
Various discussions took place with the Master, 1st Mate and Mechanics to gain an 
understanding of the vessel’s condition. On this occasion I was unable to sight records 
and witness machinery running under load conditions.  The crew accommodation was 
not inspected during this survey. 
 
My conclusions are based on the condition of the equipment and vessels whilst berthed 
with no machinery running and in conjunction with discussions of the crew members. 
Their lack of knowledge of the Dredger was alarming also was the turn-over in the 
number of staff.  
 
Inspections of the vessel are normally carried out during operation to give an in-depth 
view of all running machinery, inspections of records of maintenance and survey 
schedules. 
 
Report on survey Bucket Dredger MV SAGADAM 
 

• Initial inspection 
• Inspection of documents, drawings 
• Sea trail inspection 
• Conclusion 
• Refit Specification 
• Budget costs 

 
2 INITIAL VISIT, MONDAY 23rd OCOTBER 2006, Ist MATE OF THE BARGE 
 
On arrival at the Dredger the first impression was that the underwater hull area appears in poor 
condition with large amounts of marine growth on the hull, it would be difficult to make any 
assessment of the condition in this state. I would recommend the vessel be sent to a Dry-dock 
repair facility, where It would only then become apparent (once the hull is high pressure 
washed) as to the exact condition. I would allow for complete shot blasting of the underside 
area of the hull to ensure good steel through thickness and surface testing prior to a paint 
system being applied. 
 
A short discussion with Dredger crew followed and an initial inspection of the vessel. At the time 
the vessel was on shore power and lighting in the engine room was poor.   
 
The bridge appeared to have some equipment missing including compass both inside the 
Dredge Master cabin and outside the wheel house which will require to be replaced. Most fire 
fighting equipment was missing, fire extinguishers, life buoys were not visible.  I would require a 
thorough check to be made of all life saving appliances including life jackets, life rafts etc and 
dates and certificates verified. 
On the main deck some damage to hand rails and bulwark was noted which can easily be 
repaired. Deck anchor winch wires looked well greased; the wires where the anchors were 
attached were damaged and in need of repair. The wire that operates the bucket position 
requires replacement as does the wires that position the shoots for the barges. 
 
An inspection of the engine room was carried out briefly; no equipment was running and all was 
very dimly lit. The equipment was in clean condition and bilges were dry in most visible areas. 
The switchboard room was tidy and the crew suggested there were problems with the electrical 
systems.  
 
Agreement was made to show the bucket operation, the winch lowered the buckets into the 
water at a suitable level to operate them but difficulty was experienced in the operation which 
failed to happen. The crew appeared inexperienced in the operation and this proved difficult. 
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Inspection of Documents, drawings  
 
All ship’s drawings and documents from onboard the Dredger was taken ashore for inspection 
and study. The Russian class document (passport) was under translation and gives details of 
the Dredger operation including its design principles. The Dredger drawings were studied but 
some appeared to be missing particularly electrical details.   
The Dredger was built to meet the Inland Water Register of Russian Soviet Federative Socialist 
Republic for Ship’s class  “O” and “M”:as well as the normal register. I recommend that the 
Dredger be returned to Class with the above register to ensure the standard of the vessel meets 
safety and operational and acceptability if it is to be used. 
 
 
3 MEETING WITH LOCAL RUSSIAN MARITIME SURVEYOR - 25th OCTOBER 2006 
 
Present: 
Mr. Genadi A GAFT   Russian Maritime Register of Shipping 
Mr. Keith Bunning   Royal Haskoning Maritime Expert 
Mr. Ian Thompson   Royal Haskoning Vessel Surveyor 
Mrs. Enegul Haydarova  Royal Haskoning Maritime Expert 
 
The Dredger was in class when delivered to Turkmenistan and up to Sept 1995. It was classed 
for river and inland waterways but on arrival at Turkmenbashi it was classed for Port area 
including up to 20 miles off shore. 
The view of the surveyor regarding the Dredger was that no docking was necessary but will 
require a complete survey of the vessel, I disagree with this opinion as the vessel has been idle 
for many years without dry-docking and it is considered necessary due to severe hull fouling 
and no record of checks or replacement anodes. 
 
Inspections required for class which will include 
 
Bridge equipment 
All machinery function tested 
Tanks and cofferdams 
Firefighting and lifesaving appliances 
Provisions. 
 
Both barges were also in class when delivered, these will be required to be dry-docked as 
concerns raised regarding the shell plate thickness under the water line. They have a know 
history of severe working and will require detail inspections during docking. 
 
 
4 SEA INSPECTION 
 
During the first meeting with the Master we were informed that no sea trial will take place due to 
a number of issues 

1. No working radio 
2. Radar only four miles radius and in poor condition 
3. No fire fighting equipment on board 
4. Bucket frame lifting wire in serious condition and cannot be used safely 
5. Internal telephones missing 
6. Electronic equipment in switchboard, faulty and no spares available 

 
Thus all inspections were carried out on a stationary vessel without running crucial equipment 
which would have allowed a more informative assessment. 
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ANNEX 1 
 
 

 
 
Radio equipment shown above is defective and out of date regarding 
the license and will require replacement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The above is the radar on board; the 4mile working radius is too small 
with the equipment being unreliable and in poor working condition.  
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This photo shows the bridge compass is missing, this requires 
replacement prior to Barge going to sea, and accredited compass  
adjuster with certificate issued  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Compass in front of bridge missing, must be replaced and certified 
in the same way as the compass above. 
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Photo showing the top sheaves for the bucket hoist wire, note the  
condition of the wire showing signs of extensive rust which requires 
replacement and has been on order for one year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Note serious deterioration of wire for bucket positioning around the 
operating drum, this is a serious situation if weight applied to defective 
section of wire. 
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One of the Anchor winches which appeared well greased but was  
unable to carry out function test. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Damage to railings which is extensive but can easily be repaired  
locally  
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Note the fire appliances that are missing (fire hose and spray nozzle) 
this repeated throughout the vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Life buoy missing, I did not view any whilst carrying out survey 
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Damage to starboard after section which again can easily be repaired 
some wires in poor condition and will require replacement. 
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Air cushion for accommodation whilst vessel working and is likely 
to be perished in parts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Electronic card damaged by overheating and lack of spares in this area. 
Several in this condition. These could be sent away for repair, overhaul 
at manufactures 
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Example of firefighting equipment missing 
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Further Inspection carried out 26th October 2006 
 
   

 
 
Fire panel in accommodation, unable to test emergency back-up as  
no batteries in battery room. Crew informed that tests are carried out. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
From the growth on the Dredger under water area, it is clear the  
amount of marine growth that has attached to the hull. This must 
be removed to good steel and paint system applied. 
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Lifeboat winch equipment for lifeboat davits, no equipment in  
lifeboats, no life jackets on board that were viewed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Gas fire smothering system for Engine room spaces, will require 
testing and recharging as required. 
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Discharge chute winch system for discharge into barge where part 
of wires showing signs of rust and will require to be replaced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The lubrication of the dredging scoop chain-drive bearings, ramps  
and the leading drum is fitted with the centralised lubrication system,  
but not proven. 
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Battery charging system for emergency back-up batteries, will  
require complete testing once new batteries have been fitted. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Bank of batteries missing from emergency battery compartment,  
batteries were out of date and removed.  
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Steering gear, dry compartment not proven to be operational at time of  
Inspection. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Air bottles for engines start system, which will require testing and  
certified as pressure vessels. 
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Main generator, hour meters faulty and Master advised that it is not  
running correctly. Not run up at time of inspection. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Small auxiliary generator, also not viewed running 
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Boiler in Engine room, unknown when last running, this will be 
required to be surveyed and certified.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Main Engine, hour meter faulty and I understand that the engine has  
only run 2400 hours! This will be part of the machinery function test 
which will require load test and all shut downs proven to be satisfactory  
among other items. The Master informs that the voltage produced 
fluctuates when on load  
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Oil in Bilges in Engine rooms, fair amount of oil throughout the  
engine room spaces. Bilges require cleaning and kept dry, these 
will form part of survey including all tank inspection. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Diesel Oil Purifier, in engine room not function tested, complete  
spare in workshop condition unknown. 
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Crew drying room and wash room area, missing equipment must  
be replaced to allow working crew’s provisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Propeller shafting, coupling arrangement shown above, corrosion in  
the bilges. 
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Stern seal, propeller shaft, rust requires addressing but compartment 
generally dry inspection when shaft is running at sea, seal arrangement 
will require to be replaced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Bilges showing signs of rusting and leaking, must be kept dry and  
could be painted easily whilst in present location. If un-treated will cause 
heavy corrosion.   
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Fridge compressor, for chilling crew provisions, advised that equipment 
faulty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Electric elements for hot water defective, new heater elements  
required and electrical system to be checked. 
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Dredging scoop buckets, upon inspection only modest wear which is 
expected from the time the Dredger has been working. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Front view of Dredger   
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For transport operations of the dredger crew, requires substantial  
overhaul of all equipment outboard motor missing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
View of dredging scoops; require high pressure wash to complete  
system to check clearances once in refit yard.   
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Dredging scoop chain, on inspection visually looks fine but as stated 
above clearances to check and I would recommend to check a  
percentage (5%). Excessive wear is not expected due to working  
hours of the Dredger.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Drive to the dredging scoop chain drive 
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Chain drive to be inspected when running, this will ensue all lubrication is 
in working order.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The steel cast dredging scoops with wear resistant metal (flux cored wire) 
knives and seatings 
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5 CONCLUSION OF WORKS REQUIRED ON DREDGER 
 
The machinery was unable to be run during survey visits and only an overview opinion can be 
made of machinery at stand still and from comments made by vessel’s staff. 
 
Structural 
 
I feel the vessel is structurally sound, the stringers and frames are in satisfactory condition, and 
this is to be expected from a vessel that has worked so little. The bilges are in fair condition with 
oil covering most of the engine room. Other spaces were relatively dry with some rusty areas 
identified to be addressed such as: Fridge compressor room, Shaft space under areas of stern 
seal, Engine room bilges oil to be cleaned and inspection made.   
 
No tanks were entered during the inspection and deemed not necessary; these will be required 
to class the vessel. The underwater hull area is of concern as stated previously, requirement of 
dry-docking and further investigation. Anodes will be wasted due to length of time out of dock, 
hull could be in poor condition but a dry dock will reveal this. Paint system under the hull will be 
in poor condition and the plimpsole line will be a requirement.   
 
 
Safety 
There is a vast array of safety equipment missing from the vessel; it appears that, any thing of 
value has been removed or missing. All safety equipment will require function test to bring up to 
class standard. 
Provisional list of items required 
Life jackets36  
Lifebuoys 4, one of which is with the light buoy, 2 with the life –saving lines 
Fire hose reels and nozzles, 
Lifeboats SSPV -13 with shipload of 13 people, plus equipment 
Life rafts type PSN-6H with the shipload of 13 people  
Emergency batteries, 
Fire fighting equipment 
Radar not working 
Compass 2 missing 
Radio station, obsolete 
Telephones, missing 
Ships boat for transport of operations dredger crew 
Outboard motor for work boat aft and repairs carried out to damaged hull. 
 
A lump sum best cost contingency budget should be allocated.   
 
Galley Equipment/ Crew Equipment 
No galley equipment is working, there are doubts whether the fridge equipment works. Hot 
water is not available as heater elements are faulty and will require replacement, cooker has 
one ring working and various items missing, complete overhaul of the galley to allow sufficient 
provisions for the working crew. The air conditioning at present is not working and will require 
overhaul. 
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Bridge / Dredge Operation 
By advice of to ship’s crew 
The dredger can only operate in manual, electronic control being the main problem, Tachometer 
meters are not working correctly on buckets and the electrical supply to bucket drive controls is 
unsafe. 
The bucket rate reduced after repairs in 2000, from 14per minute to 11 per minute intermittent 
tracking problems. 
 
The port side propeller shaft has been noted to be running at incorrect revolutions. The 
starboard propeller is not working in astern mode and cuts out. The tachometer does not work 
and controls are ineffective and suggests it can be AC power un-stable. 
 
There are more main engine problems and the tachometer is not working and power fluctuates. 
It is suggested that the engine control should be investigated as a start. 
 
All this will be required to be proved for class under function testing 
 
Deck Equipment 
Bucket chain safety covers missing 
Bucket frame lifting gear wire in need of urgent replacement 
Hoist wires require changing on chutes for barges 
Several anchor wires require changing, kinked in way of anchor attachment 
Aft work boat requires repairs 
All winches appeared well greased and maintained but function test required 
Deck railing repairs required 
All deck machinery requires function test to establish if working satisfactorily 
A de-scale of old paint and new paint system is to be applied would be required. 
 
Engine Room 
The Switchboard room is suggested to be the main cause of concern where the electronic motor 
controls have caused many problems. No spare cards available and existing should be 
overhauled. All main breakers are to be serviced and injection tests carried out, including 
transformers and controls. 
The motors should be mega tested prior to starting to ensure any damage is avoided. 
All the engines require full service including load test and safety devices checked. 
 
A sea trial is required over several days to establish all function tests with performance of a 
detailed survey of all running machinery.   
 
The procurement of equipment when the vessel first entered service must be maintained to 
allow operation whilst in class. Workshop on board including welding machine to carry out 
repairs, machine tools and maintenance aids. Spare parts kits, facilities for dismantling of scoop 
chain, roller slopes and hydraulic jacks for lifting superstructure during repair. A full list is held 
on board and detail supply handed to contractors prior to docking.  
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6 REFIT SPECIFICATION 
 
 

MV SAGADAM 
Ship Number 803 

 
Vessel Type     Bucket Chain Dredger 
 
Year of Build     1993 
 
Build Yard     Leninskaya Kuznya Shipyard 
      Kiev, Ukraine 
      Build Number 803 
 
Length Overall    67.1m 
 
Width      12.4m 
 
Draft      3.6m 
 
34 Buckets     900m3 per hour medium heavy 
      600m3 per hour heavy with boulders 
 
Main Generator    500kw (propulsion and dredging) 
 
Total Power     700kw 
 
Cruise Speed     6 knots 
 
Accommodation    max 40 crew members 
 
Displacement    1220, draft 2.33 salt water 
 
Classification    None (Russian Licence) 
 
 
Previously classed under the Register of Russian Soviet Federation Socialist Republic for Ship’s 
class “O” and “M”   
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DRY-DOCK SPECIFICATION FOR MV SAGADAM REPAIRS 
AND MODIFICATION 
 
 
 
 
MAIN INDEX   DESCRIPTION 
SECTION    
 

1 GENERAL CONDITION OF CONTRACT 
2 GENERAL SERVICES 
3 DRY-DOCKING AND UNDERWATER WORK 
4 PAINTING 
5 DECK REPAIRS 
6 ACCOMMODATION 
7 DAMAGE 
8 HULL SURVEY ITEMS 
9 CONTINUOS MACHINERY SURVEY  
10 MAIN ENGINE WORK 
11 ENGINE ROOM REPAIRS 
12 ELECTRICAL REPAIRS 
13 LOADLINE (FLAG STATE AUTHORITY) 
14 LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES FIRE PROTECTION 
15 DREDGING GEAR 
16 RADIO AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 
17 SUB-CONTRACTORS 
18 BUDGET COSTS 
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SECTION 2 
SERVICES 
 
 
2.010  RIGGING AND TUGBOATS 
 
2.020  SHORE POWER CONNECTION AND SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY 
 
2.030  HEATING LAMPS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS 
 
2.040  GANGWAYS 
 
2.050  WHARFAGE 
 
2.060  FIRE PRECAUTIONS 
 
2.070  ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR MACHINERY SPACES 
 
2.080  FRESH WATER 
 
2.090  COMPRESSED AIR 
 
2.100  EARTH CONNECTION 
 
2.110  GARBAGE AND WASTE DISPOSAL 
 
2.120  GAS FREE CERTIFICATE 
 
2.130  DOCK TRIAL/SEA TRIAL 
 
2.140 ANTI CORROSION PROTECTION 
 
2.150  MACHINERY AND SYSTEMS 
 
2.160  SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
 
2.170  CALIBRATION RECORDS 
 
2.180 STAGING 
 
2.190 SHIPS DRAWINGS 
 
2.200 SECURITY AND FIRE WATCHMEN 
 
2.210 TEMPORARY LIGHTS 
 
2.220        CLEANING TANK TOPS AND BILGES 
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2.010    TUGBOATS AND RIGGING 
 
Furnish the necessary services, including mooring boats, boat crews and line handlers ashore 
to handle lines when vessel enters and departs from the Shipyard. 
 
The tender to include for the provision of riggers, tugs, pilots, mooring boats, boat crews and 
line handlers and all necessary services to shift vessel from berth in shipyard into Dry Dock and 
from the Dry Dock to berth in the Shipyard as required. 
 
The expenses for any extra services for moving the vessel for Contractors convenience will be 
charged to the account of the Contractor 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.020   SHORE POWER CONNECTION AND SUPPLY 
 
Furnish labour and material to connect and maintain necessary electric power during the repair 
period. 415 Volt 50HZ 3 phase approximate 200 amp/phase. 
 
Allow for 3 connections and 3 disconnections in tender price. 
 
Kilowatt meter to be installed and readings given before and after connection to Owner's 
Superintendent. 
 
Allow for supply of 1,000 kW Unit in Tender price. 
Quote Unit Price.              -               
 
The Contractors and the vessel kilowatt meters are to be witnessed by the vessels Electrical 
Officer before and after every connection and disconnection.  All readings obtained to be 
compared. 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.030    HEATING LAMPS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS 
 
Price per heater per day. 
(If required) Size of heaters to be provided (kW) 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.040     GANGWAYS 
 
Safe access to the shore to be provided at all times when vessel is at Contractor's yard.  
Gangways are not to be placed in or adjacent to crew accommodation entrances. 
A minimum of one main gangway access plus a second escape gangway that should be 
available for immediate use in the event of an emergency. 
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2.050     WHARFAGE 
 
Wharfage facilities to be provided whilst the vessel is not in dry-dock. 
 
All necessary riggers are to be supplied to carry out any shift of ship that maybe required during 
the vessel stay in the refit yard where such shifts are a requirement of the refit work. 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.060    FIRE  PRECAUTIONS 
 
Make necessary connections and disconnections to the vessel's fire-main system and maintain 
pressure at all times. 
Allow for 2 connections and 2 disconnections in tender price. 
 
The following costs to be included in the individual job No’s:- 
Contractor to supply ‘Portable Fire Fighting Equipment’, in all areas where burning/welding 
operations are being undertaken.  Under no circumstances is ship fire fighting equipment to be 
considered as the first line of fire protection.  All fire precautions are to be strictly observed and 
maintained. 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.070    ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR MACHINERY SPACES               
 
When directed by Owner's Representative furnish and connect electric fan heaters in machinery 
spaces during cold weather.  Cost to be included in tender price for all machinery spaces. 
Quote price per heater/day. (If required) 
Heater capacity  (Kw) 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.080     FRESH WATER 
 
When directed by the Owner's Representative makes necessary connection and disconnection 
and also supplies fresh water for ships use and testing purposes.  Allow for supply of 50 tons 
fresh water in tender price. 
Quote unit cost per ton additional. 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.090     COMPRESSED AIR 
 
Make the necessary connection and disconnection to the vessel compressed air line.  Supply 
compressed air at 100 psi for the period of repairs to enable the operations of ships pneumatic 
tools, and systems etc. 
Allow for the supply of compressed air 24 hours a day during the vessels time in dry dock in the 
tender price. 
Quote cost 
 
 
2.100       EARTH CONNECTION 
 
Furnish labor and material on arrival for earth connection to be made and maintained until 
completion of repairs. 
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2.110     GARBAGE AND WASTE DISPOSAL  
 
Furnish crane services and labor to remove garbage from the vessel once each day for the 
quoted period of the vessel stay in the Shipyard.  Allow three skips in tender price. 
 
In addition the Contractor will allow sufficient skips or transport for the removal from the ship 
and disposal of all waste and rubbish generated by refurbishing, modifications and overhaul 
work, whether caused by the Contractor, Contractors Subcontractors, Owners or Owners 
Subcontractors. 
 
In addition the Contractor is to supply the necessary waste skips for the disposal of:-  
Food waste etc. 
Oily waste materials. 
 
Quote price per skip extra to above 
 
 
2.120     GAS FREE CERTIFICATE/SAF ACCESS 
 
Furnish the services of a certified Chemist to test for the presence of combustible gases 
onboard the vessel and to issue a ‘Gas Free Certificate’, before the commencement of any 
repairs and to maintain this Gas Free Certificate during the vessel stay in the Shipyard. 
 
Quotation should include all visits of Chemist to the vessel during its stay in the yard and to 
carryout work as laid down in this specification. 
 
Quotation for any additional visits to be priced per visit/certificate. 
 
 
2.130    DOCK TRIAL AND SEA TRIAL 
 
After the completion of any repairs the equipment or installation is to be duly tested and 
approved by the Owner's Representative. 
 
After the completion of all required repairs the vessel in correct sea worthiness is to carryout 
dock and/or sea trials as required by the Owners. 
 
The yard shall provide a suitable berth to carryout dock engine trials and provide riggers, tugs 
etc. for moving to this berth if required. 
 
During these trials all equipment is to be tested and proved in satisfactory working condition, 
including all dredging equipment to owners and surveyors requirements.  
 
The Shipyard shall furnish the necessary labor or sea trial team to make any adjustments as per 
the Owners Representatives requirements. The estimated time and condition of these trials are 
to be previously agreed between Shipyard Owner's and Manufacturer's Representative. 
 
Please quote tariff price for above fitter rates, helpers rates etc. 
 
 
2.140    ANTI CORROSION PROTECTION 
 
All new steel work and any places or surfaces where the paint is altered due to steel work being 
carried out, should be immediately protected by two coats of primer paint to Owner's approval 
until final painting takes place. 
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2.150    MACHINERY AND SYSTEMS 
 
The Contractor is to note that under no circumstances without prior permission of the Manager 
or the Chief Engineering Officer is:- 
 
(a)  Oil to be drained from any piece of machinery, including the vessels hydraulic equipment 

and system. 
(b)  Machinery or equipment to be started, shutdown and tested. 
(c) Any valves to be operated, pipe disconnected or ship side fitting removed. 
(d)  Power to be restored to electric equipment or systems. 
(d) Grit blasting to be started or resumed. 
 
 
2.160   SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
 
While vessel is in dry dock and if shore facilities are available provide piped connections  
Overboard discharge and shore installation inlet. 
 
Allow for welding of stub pieces to ship’s side and afterwards removal of same.  Allow for 1 
connection/disconnection.  Any damaged disturbed paint work to be made good. 
If sewage tanker involved quotes size of tanker and price per visit. 
 Quote cost 
 
 
2.170    CALIBRATION RECORDS 
 
The Contractor is and equipment opened up during the course of the contract.  This document 
is to be presented in duplicate to the Manager at or before completion of contract. 
 
The yard will daily provide the owners in writing with details of all readings taken within the 
previous 24 hours in a clear standard format ready for filing. 
 
 
2.180       STAGING                    
 
All the necessary staging required to undertake the specified work to supply rig, attend, 
dismantle and convey ashore upon completion of repairs. Quote to be included in individual job 
numbers.  
 
In addition staging to be supplied to allow access as follows:- 
 
1)  Mobile tower to give access to all hydraulic equipment. 
 
2)  Racal  - Mobile towers to give access to all radar and radio communications equipment. 
 
3) Give access to four of anodes on ships side. 
 
Quote cost per day. 
 
 
2.190  SHIPS DRAWINGS 
 
Any modifications to the ship structure, electrical systems layout, machinery systems etc. are to 
be accurately recorded by the contractor. 
 
Six sets off fitted drawings including amendments to the ships existing drawings to be supplied 
to the owner prior to departure from the yard. 
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2.200 SECURITY AND FIRE WATCHMEN 
 
An efficient gangway security watch is to be maintained 24 hours a day on each gangway whilst 
the vessel is at the Contractor’s yard. 
 
A separate security and fire patrol is to be maintained 24 hours a day whilst the vessel is at the 
Contractor’s yard.  The fire patrol is to visit all machinery spaces around the vessel every hour 
and report to the duty officer as required.  A Ship’s officer will be on board at all times to advise 
on fire fighting and fire prevention.   
 
When required, a safety induction and a permit system or security passes will be issued by the 
Contractor or their security agents to all persons working on board the vessel, including direct 
labor, ships personnel, subcontractors etc. 
 
Where due to local conditions additional security/fire watch is required then the additional cost 
to be quoted as a cost per man required per day (24hr). 
 
 
2.210 TEMPORARY LIGHTS 
 
Allow a cost to furnish temporary lights in all spaces where work or access requires additional 
portable lighting.  (Including any zones where areas may be blacked out due to electrical work 
or repairs). All fittings to be rigged dismantled and removed on completion of repairs.  Tender to 
include all portable lighting required for any tank/survey work which may be required to be 
carried out during refit 
 
 
2.220  CLEANING TANK TOPS AND BILGES 
 
Supply a slop barge for the pumping of engine room bilges and all other bilges.  Maintaining the 
same dry for the duration of the vessel’s stay in the yard.  Allow for removal off 40 ton bilge 
water. 
 
Contractor to include in his tender for the complete degreasing and cleaning of engine room, 
purifier room, and alternator room, tank tops and bilges. 
 
All dirt rubbish, oil spills etc. are to be removed from machinery spaces and other compartments 
throughout vessel.  Prior to the vessel departure all bilges and tank tops to be left clean and dry. 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 3 
DRY-DOCKING AND UNDERWATER WORK 
 
3.010    DOCKING & UNDOCKING 
 
3.020    DOCK SURVEY 
 
3.030   SACRIFICIAL ANODES 
  
3.040    NOZZLES STEERING GEAR (2)  
       
3.050    PORT AND STB PROPELLER AND SHAFT 
 
3.060    SEWAGE SYSTEM OVERBOARD VALVES 
 
3.070 LOAD LINE AND DRAFT MARKS 
 
3.080 ECHO SOUNDER 
 
3.090 ANCHOR FORWARD 
 
3.100 SEA CONNECTIONS AND DISCHARGES 
 
3.110 STORM VALVES 
 
3.120  WINNEL VALVES 
 
3.130 SEA CHESTS 
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3.010    DOCKING AND UNDOCKING 
 
Vessel to dock and undock, allow for all dock dues and labour charges in connection with 
docking and undocking including making a plan of docking block arrangements.  Any 
adjustment of keel blocks in way of bottom plugs, sea openings, etc.  Any adjustment for rises of 
floor hogging, sagging or shape of vessel.  Cleaning dock upon completion of work and removal 
of debris and the return of dock to original condition after undocking. 
Ship's docking plan will be handed over to Contractors prior to the vessel’s arrival, if requested 
and must be returned prior to vessel's departure. (Drawing number 1519-050-004) 
 
NOTE POSITION OF THE BILGE BLOCKS MUST BE PUT BACK TO ALTERNATIVE 
POSITION, A BLOCK PLAN WILL BE SUPPLIED 
 
If bottom plugs are removed for drainage of fuel tanks, cofferdams, ballast tanks, engine room  
or any other place the plugs must be labelled and handed over to the Chief Engineer or Chief 
Officer for safe storage. 
Chief Engineer and the Chief Officer are to sight all plugs and hull fittings before dock is flooded 
upon completion of work. 
Allow removing and refitting of 8 plugs. 
Quote cost 
 
 
3.020    DOCK SURVEY 
 
Carryout a docking survey in the presence of the Owners Representative and classification 
Surveyor. 
Any bottom damage or other findings shall be brought immediately to Owner's Representatives 
attention. 
Photographs shall be taken if any major damage is observed also damage plan is to be 
provided  
(4 copies). 
 
 
3.030     SACRIFICIAL ANODES 
 
High purity zinc anodes to be supplied and fitted by the Contractor. They will be of the  
welded attachment type throughout and of the following number and sizes:- 
  
Where anodes are removed the remaining mild steel frames are to be cut off the base area 
made good and ground smooth. 
Care must be taken to ensure that anodes in bow thruster tunnels do not foul thruster blades 
after fitting. 
Allow for the fitting of four additional anodes on hull (stern area). 
Quote price for various size anodes. 
 
 
3.040 NOZZLES (2) STEERING GEAR 
 
Two steering nozzles with stabilizers are installed on the vessel. The spindle is straight, forged 
on two supports. The upper support is the thrust-supporting rolling motion bearing block, the low 
one is supporting sliding motion bearing block. The spindle connection with the steering welded 
nozzle is flanged. 
The nozzle stabilizer assembly provides the removal of the propeller without the nozzle 
disassembling. 
Hydroelectric steering gear type POIM is installed for the positioning of the nozzles in the tiller 
compartment. 
Inspection to be carried out, clearences taken and full function test. Allow strip down of both 
units for inspection  
Quote cost 
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3.050    PORT & STARBOARD PROPELLER AND SHAFT 
 
Shaft wear down to be taken at forward intermediate and after bearings and readings recorded. 
 
Allow for removal of both propeller under supervision owners sub-contractor 
Allow for transportation of both propeller to workshops for repair and machining as required 
Propellers to be function tested on completion to satisfaction of Owners Representative. 
Refer to vessel drawings for dimensions and clearances, ship supply New packing to be 
supplied and fitted to both stern seal glands. 
 
Specialist Sub-Contractor will supervise all propeller work 
Quote cost 
 
 
3.060      SEWAGE SYSTEM OVERBOARD DISCHARGE VALVES 
 
Sewage discharge valves 75mm and two non-return flap valves to be disconnected and 
removed to workshop, valves to be stripped for complete overhaul, valve lids to be ground into 
seats. All to be thoroughly cleaned and closed up in good order. 
Quote cost 
 
 
3.070     LOAD LINE DRAFT MARKS 
 
Load Line and Draft Marks to be sighted and checked by the Surveyor. 
 
 
3.080 ECHO SOUNDER INDICATOR TRANSDUCER   
 
Isolatoin valves, to be completely overhauled, spindles to inspect, valve lids and seats to be 
lapped in, valve glands to be repacked and function tested. w for entry into enclosed spaces. 
(fwd & aft voids). 
Quote cost 
 
3.090 FRONT ANCHOR  
 
The dredger is equipped with bow and after-part anchor. Front anchor to be dropped to the dock 
bottom and ranged.  Following power washing and de-scaling all swivels are to be proved free 
and calibrations of chain taken.  Weight 800kg of hall type, 34mmDIA and 100M length, rated 
depth of the mooring 40M not less than 10M / min. 
Prior to re-housing cable marks are to be repainted in white and the anchor given one coat of 
primer/under coat and two coats of black paint.  Allow for riggers to manually re-stow the anchor 
in the chain locker. 
Joining links to be cleaned and carefully crack detected if required. 
For the sea passage the stern anchor gear is provided to use advanced anchor gear with 
operating winch and 1250kg Matrosov anchor, operation to be tested to owners satification 
including winch operation 
Quote cost 
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3.100      SEA CONNECTIONS AND DISCHARGES  
 
The following  Ship's side valves to be opened up for survey by the Surveyor.  Starboard 
Suctions,  Starboard Discharges, Port Suctions, Port Discharges 
 
Sea connections and discharges as listed, to be opened up for survey.  Where applicable, allow 
for removal and replacement of floor plates and bearers for access.  All valve covers to remove, 
valve lids to disconnect from spindles and grind into seats.   Valve spindles to remove, clean 
and examine. Glands to strip, existing packing to remove and glands to re-pack with new 
material.  Valve boxes and covers to clean and examine.  All to re-assemble in good order using 
new jointing material.  Allow for 40% of lids and seats to machine, 10% of studs, 25% of nuts to 
renew, also 2 valve spindles. 
 
 
Allow to remove and land ashore two bodies for machining and replacement. 
All valves to be clearly tagged with overhaul date on brass tags with a label large enough to be 
bolted through a cover stud. 
Quote cost 
 
Frame          Position Size   Description 
To be completed 
 
3.110     STORM VALVES  
 
The following storm valves to be opened up and presented for survey. 
 
All valve spindles to be released, valve covers disconnected and valves removed from chests.   
Valves to be disconnected from hinge pins allow for building up dressing 50% hinge pins.  All 
valve leather to be renewed.   Valves, valve chests and covers to be thoroughly cleaned and 
inspected prior to reassemble.  Valves to be reassembled using new jointing material.  Valve 
spindle (where fitted) glands to repack with new material.  Allow for renewal of 50% studs and 
nuts.  Allow for removal of any foreign matter sighted in pipes adjacent to valve chests. 
 
Valves to tag with metal labels indicating date of survey. 
Quote cost 
 
 
3.120     WINNEL VALVES 
 
The following valves to have covers removed to expose N.R. float. Floats to remove and prove 
unpunctured.  Inside casings to be scaled and coated with one coat of protection paint.  Gauzes 
to be cleared and proved clean and clear before closing.  All to be inspected by Surveyor and 
Owners representative and closed up in good order using new jointing material. 
 
Allow for the replacement of 50% of all valve gauze’s. 
Allow for the replacement of 25% of all Floats  
Allow for a further 6 valves at Surveyors discretion 
Quote cost  
 
 
3.130 SEA CHESTS 
 
All sea suction chest grids to remove and clean, as follows 
All Sea Chests to scale, fresh water - wash and paint as per hull underwater specification 
(2 touch up, 2 anti-fouling). 
Allow for the erection and dismantling of staging for access. 
Allow for the renewal of 60 pcs. Stainless steel bolts and washers.  Allow for locking wire 
renewal throughout. 
Quote Cost 
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SECTION 4  
 
PAINTING 
 
4.010 GENERAL 

 
4.020  SURFACE PREPARATION -- GRIT BLASTING. 

 
4.030 PAINTING. (Film thickness, Drying time & surface prep.) 

 
4.040 UNDERWATER AREA TO DRAFT MARK 

 
4.050 TOPSIDE  
 
4.060 PORT OF REGISTRY 
 
4.070   FOR’D AND AFT FRESH WATER TANKS 
 
4.080 DISPOSAL OF PAINTING EQUIPMENT 
 
4.090 DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED HULL SHOT BLAST 
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4.010 GENERAL 
 
All surface preparation and painting shall be carried out in accordance with the general 
principles laid down in the British Standard Code of Practice BS.5493 except where specifically 
directed otherwise in this specification. 

 
All scuppers and discharge points are to be plugged at the outset and piped away from the hull, 
and remain so until the final coat of paint has dried, in such a way as to avoid running and 
splashing. 
 
Adequate access shall be provided for operatives to be able to reach all parts of the hull and 
rudders to within 0.5 metres on a stable and mobile platform. Where provision of crane is 
required, allowance should be made for this, in view of competition from other trades. 
 
It is essential that adequate provision is made as to access, cranage, mobile platforms etc 
To allow Painting to continue without interference to or from other trades. 
 
All external hull surfaces and rudders are to be water jetted at a minimum pressure of 3,000 
p.s.i.  (200 Bar) to remove all scale, loose paint, marine growth and other foreign matter. Oil and 
grease stains to be pre-treated with an approved oil and grease remover, before water jetting. 
The work should be carried out systematically from the rail downwards so that loose debris is 
washed of the hull and not allowed to re-adhere. 
 
Shell fouling areas remaining shall be hard scraped. In the case of severe shell fouling, 
systematic scraping shall be carried out before the water jetting. 

 
Water jetting shall be followed by complete fresh water wash at 150 p.s.i.  (10 Bar) minimum, 
carried out systematically from the rail downwards. The cleaning and drying will be inspected 
and approved by the Owner's Representative before painting is commenced. 
 
NO PAINT TO BE APPLIED UNTIL AFTER THE HULL HAS BEEN SURVEYED. 

 
4.020 SURFACE PREPARATION - BLAST CLEANING (Where Specified) 
        
All steelwork shall be blasted free from all mill scale, rust and other contamination; it shall be to 
an absolute minimum of Sa 2.5 as defined in Swedish Standard SIS 05 59 00  (BS.4232: 1967 
2nd Quality). 
 
The profile height of the blasted steel shall not exceed 100 microns. 
 
The maximum time between commencement of blasting and applying the 1st coat of primer 
shall be 4 hours when blasting under cover or 2 hours on an open site. In conditions of high 
humidity a considerably shorter period will be necessary. 
 
The quality will be approved by the Owner's Representative and over coated within 4 hours with 
the specified holding primer, by airless spray to the specified minimum thickness (25 microns 
D.F.T.). 
 
Adequate access for the purposes of inspection will be provided prior to painting, time of 
inspection will be agreed in advance with the Owner's Representative. 
 
SURFACE DEFECTS 
All surface defects, including cracks, surface laminations and deep pitting likely to be 
detrimental to the protective paint system shall be removed.  All fins at saw cuts, burrs and 
sharp edges shall be removed.  Where extensive grinding has been necessary, the dressed 
areas shall be re-blasted to remove all rust and provide adequate key for painting. 
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REMOVAL OF SPENT SHOT OR GRIT 
After blasting all spent shot or grit must be removed by vacuum cleaner or by airline and brush.  
In the event of any shot or grit being found under or embodied in the paint film, the affected 
areas shall be re-blasted and the complete painting system re-applied. 
 
CONTAMINATION OF PRIMER AND PAINTED SURFACES 
All dirt, grease and oil shall be removed by using a suitable emulsifying agent. After the 
contamination has been removed the affected area shall be scrubbed with a 1 % solution of 
detergent and then thoroughly rinsed off with clean fresh water. 
 
Where it is necessary to use turpentine or similar solvents to remove oil or grease, the use of 
detergent or emulsion cleaner should follow and the operation should be completed by 
thoroughly rinsing with clean fresh water. 
 
All paintwork that has become dirty or has been exposed in the open for any length of time shall 
be scrubbed down with a 1 % solution of detergent and then fresh water washed. 
 
 
4.030 PAINTING 
 
A company representative will be in attendance while all painting work is carried out and it 
should be understood that as Owner's Agent the work is to be carried out to his satisfaction. 
 
All compositions to be Owner's supply and are to be applied by airless spray. 
 
Sufficient access shall be provided to make the use of pole guns unnecessary, and these will 
not be acceptable. 
 
Contractors should ensure that they have sufficient equipment available to complete the work in 
the required time. 
 
The manufacturer’s recommendations as to pressures and tip use for painting and touch up, to 
avoid excessive overlap, shall be used. Worn tips shall be discarded on request. 
 
"A full coat of paint" means a coat of paint applied to the manufacturer's recommended film 
thickness. 
 
 
A. FILM THICKNESS 
 
To achieve specified dry film thickness of the paint system it is to be monitored by frequent 
checks on the wet film thickness during application and the measurement of the dry film 
thickness on completion.  
Film thickness shall be not less than 80 microns for primmer and u/coat and 75 microns for 
topcoat. 
 
Over any square meter of a defined area the average film thickness of any reading should in no 
case be less than 75% of the nominal thickness. 

 
The contractor's attention is drawn to the fact that many of these materials specified are "high 
build" materials, and he should take this into account when agreeing rates of payment with sub-
contractors or labor. High build materials in general require more time, care and attention in 
their application. 
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B. DRYING TIME 
 
The manufacturer’s instructions as to minimum and maximum drying times shall be followed. In 
particular the instructions as to "drying time before immersion" shall be followed in estimating 
the time to completion before undocking. 
 
In case of stagnant, humid or cold conditions, modifications may be necessary, such as 
extended drying times; hot air blowers may be required in conditions of cold and stagnation in 
the dock bottom, or to remove condensation. 
 
Thinners will not normally be tolerated. Where approved (such as in conditions of extreme cold) 
only the manufacturers approved thinner and in quantities approved by the Owner's 
Representative will be used. 
 
After application of each coat, the Owner's Representative will inspect and approve, before the 
application of the next coat is commenced. 
 
In windy conditions, over spray will be minimized by painting from the upwind end of the vessel. 
 
 
C. NO  PAINT WILL  BE APPLIED  TO FROSTED  OR DAMP SURFACES. 
 
The Owner's Representative will be responsible for stopping the work due to adverse weather 
conditions, and for the procedures to be followed, W.R.T. drying, curing and over coating times 
under conditions, of adverse temperatures and humidity. 
 
Lighting. For night work or for work on the flats, lighting will be provided and moved with the 
painters as the work progresses. The supervisor will stop any painter attempting to paint in the 
dark or with inadequate illumination. 
 
Cathodic protection anodes, either zinc or impressed current, echo sounders etc, will be 
covered in soft soap after the washing stage, or covered with paint proof paper and taped. 
 
Papers and tapes will be removed before undocking. The propellers will be cleaned and 
polished, and either soft soaped or covered during painting. The Supervisor will make a final 
check of these before undocking. 
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4.040 UNDER WATER TO DRAFT MARK 3.6 
 
The Underwater Hull from Keel, fore and aft, including Port & Starboard, Rudders, up to Draft 

Marks fore and aft to be high pressure water washed including all the buckets. 

 
Before any further paints are applied, the whole of the hull to be washed down with a suitable 
water soluble detergent and fresh water wash to remove oil, dust, grit, and other films. 
 
Allow to Blast to SA 2.5 an area 2.5meter x 5meter around each Impressed Current Anode. 
 
This area to be primed and then coated with a 5mm thick coating of Dishshield or equivalent. 
(Owners Supply) 
 
Allow to fit complete protecting covers over the Anodes during Blasting either Plywood or 
Tinplate. 
 Note duct tape is not to be used, it will not be accepted. 
 
A full blast, from keel up to the draft mark 
 
Please supply separate quotes for blasting of underwater area by Shot Blasting and Ultra – 
High Pressure Water Jet methods. 
 
Corrosion prevention of submersed bottom section of the vessel operating in salt water is 
carried out by means of protectors in combination with paint and lacquer coatings see vessel 
drawings for specification 

Quote cost 

 
 
4.050 TOP SIDES  
 
CLEANING 
 
1) The entire hull and topsides from the draft mark up is to be pressure washed at a minimum 
pressure of 2000 psi and allowed to dry prior to the application of paint. 
 
The entire hull and topsides includes the Navigational Bridge fronts and bucket dredge system. 
 
 2) Allow for hand washing to remove heavy staining opening, windows and jalousies using 
suitable solvents where required. Approximately 10metres square.          
 
DISCING   
    
Allow for hand disking of approx. 150 sq mts of unsound paint which is mainly around the 
windows and at the edges of the shell side doors (13 off),  
HAND PAINTING 
 
Allow for hand painting around windows  
All Windows are to be cleaned of paint and polished on completion of the Top-work painting. 
                                            
 THE FOLLOWING PAINTS TO BE APPLIED:- 
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Topsides   (Cont.) 
Remaining topsides including :- 
 
Ship sides port & stbd from 3.4mt mark to the ships rail.  
  
 
All necessary precautions to be taken to minimize the spread of paint during painting 
operations, particular attention to be paid to windows, light fittings, hand rails seating etc. and 
outside deck coverings  
 
Note: -   Windows on bridge wings are plastic and solvents are not to be used on them. 
 
PAINT SYSTEMS TO BE APPLIED:- 
 
 
4.060 SHIPS NAME AND PORT OF REGISTRY ETC. 
 
To include ships name in 4 positions and Port of registry in 2 positions:-  
2 x pilot 2 blue 5002 (10lts) 

Load line marks, (2 sets), Draft marks (6 sets) and bow thruster signs (4 off) 
2 x Pioneer T/C white 
Roller fairleads (12 sets in all), the outsides to paint  
2 x pilot 2 blue 5002   (10lts) 

 
 
4.070 FRESH WATER TANKS No1, 2 AND 3 
 
Fresh water tank No.1, 12.71 m3 frame 45-49 Starboard 
Fresh water tank No.2, 22.23 m3 frame 48-49 Port 
Fresh water tank No.3, 30.94 m3 frame 49-55 Starboard  
Both tanks are to be emptied and then opened up, washed and well cleaned out. 
(No solvents to be used) 
Allow for any bare and rusting surface to be scraped and rotary disked. 
Clean footwear to be worn inside tanks 
Coatings must be dry between coats 
Allow for forced ventilation into tank to assist drying process. 
Fresh Water tanks are painted by synthetic paint accepted by USSR State Traffic Inspection 
Quote cost 
 
4.080 DISPOSAL OF PAINTING EQUIPMENT 
 
Allow for the disposal of empty paint cans (quote price per can) and other equipment used as 
per local environmental rules upon the completion of all painting work. 
 
4.090 DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED HULL SHOT BLAST 
 
Quote price for disposal of contaminated hull shot blast or ultra-high pressure water jet 
washings. 
Quote cost 
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SECTION 5    
DECK REPAIRS 
 
 
5.010   DOMESTIC FRESH WATER TANKS (3) 
 
5.020   SEWAGE TANKS  
 
5.030   MORRING DECK WINCHES 
 
5.040 WATERTIGHT DOORS IN MACHINERY SPACES 
 
5.050 DAMAGE TO RAILINGS / BULWARK 
 
5.060 BUCKET FRAME LIFTING WIRE 
 
5.070 DECK VENTS 
 
5.080 DECK SCUPPERS 
 
5.090 AIR CUSHION SYSTEM ACCOMMODATION 
 
5.100     SALVAGE CRAFT HANDLING GEAR 
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5.010 DOMESTIC FRESH WATER TANKS (3) 
  
Fresh water Tank (1) Frames  45-49 Stbd  Capacity  12.71tons 
Fresh water Tank (2) Frames 48-49 Port  Capacity  22.23tons 
Fresh water Tank (3) Frames 49-55 Stbd Capacity 30.94tons 
 
Tank to be isolated and emptied, afterwards opened up, thoroughly washed and cleaned out. 
 
Allow for bare and rusting areas to be scraped back to a firm edge, and rotary disked. 
 
Total internal areas then to be painted . See also 4.070 
 
Tank to be filled with fresh water containing 4 ounces chloros per ton of water or other approved 
chemical, to purify tank interior.  Contents of tank to be pumped throughout ships system 
discharging water through every outlet in Crew accommodation for period of approximately 1 
hour after which tank can be drained and refilled before putting into use. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.020 SEWAGE TANKS 
 
Vessel will arrive for refit with both tanks de-sludged, flushed out with seawater and pumped 
out. 
 
Contractor to allow for the fitting of connection to the overboard discharges from the port and 
stbd sewage tanks.  The necessary pipe work to be connected to allow for the discharge of 
sewage waste together with the discharge of acid cleaning residue total amount to be 
discharged and disposed of approx. 10 tons 
On completion of work and before dock is flooded connection to be removed. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.030 MOORING DECK WINCHES (4) 
 
Six off wires 
Four off steel dia 24mm, length 80m stored on brake winches, breaking strength, 242000Kilos. 
These wires to be inspected and replace as required, allow for total replacement 
Quote cost  
Two off steel  dia 18mm, length 40m stored on reels, breaking strength 16470Kilos. These wires 
to be inspected and replaced as required, allow for total replacement. 
Quote cost 
 
ALL MOORING WINCHES (4) 
Main shafts bearing caps to be released and removed, bearing shells to be inspected, bearings 
to be greased and bearing caps refitted. 
 
On completion of all work the Winches and Anchor Capstans are to be closed up in good order 
all Brake Operating Gear to be thoroughly greased, all to be tested to the satisfaction of the 
owner's representatives. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.040 WATERTIGHT DOORS IN MACHINERY SPACES 
 
5 off all  operating hydraulics to be overhauled, doors to be checked for  opening and closing 
operation by the hydraulics contractors  
Quote cost 
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5.050 RAILINGS / BULWARK 
 
Damage to railings and Bulwark port and stbd, new sections to be inserted railings and steel 
sections as required. Allow for repairs at aft mooring station. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.060 BUCKET FRAME HOISTING WIRE  
 
Bucket frame lifting wire requires replacement, frame to be supported and new approved wire 
fitted, operation tested upon completion. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.070 DECK VENTILATORS 
 
Mushroom ventilators to be opened up for inspection, cleaning and descaling.  Interior of 
mushroom to be primed and coated one coat undercoat and one coat white gloss. 
Flame arrester screens to be renewed,   
On completion, operation of Vents to be proved. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.080 DECK SCUPPERS 
 
Scupper to prove clear, allow for removal of scupper pipes between deck and ship’s side valves 
to allow access. Inspect valves, to be opened up for overhauling 50% replacing flaps spindles 
etc. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.090 ACCOMMODATION CUSHION MOUNTS 
 
Function test cushion mount system for the accommodation, allow for the renewal of section of 
rubber cushion and repair sections that are unable to hold pressure. 
Quote cost 
 
 
5.100   SALVAGE CRAFTS BOAT-HANDLING GEAR 
 
The launch of the workboat (3.5m) onboard is carried out with the ship cargo bow crane and the 
workboat by the stern crane. An outboard motor is stored in the after peak and must be 
replaced if missing as it is provided for works near the dredger. 
Cranes to be load tested, wires inspected and systems prove in satisfactory order, allow repairs 
and wire replacement 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 6  
ACCOMMODATION 
 
6.010 FUNCTION TEST CUSHY MOUNTS 
 
6.020     AIR CONDITIONING 
 
6.030     FRIDGES 
 
6.040     LAUNDRY / SHOWER ROOMS      
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6.010 FUNCTION TEST CUSHY MOUNTS   
 
Accommodation cushy mounts anti-noise measures to be tested and allow for repairs to airlines 
and skirting. Hydraulic jack ships supply for works to this equipment.  
Quote cost 
 
 
6.020   AIR CONDITIONING  
 
The air-conditioning unit is know be not be working correctly, investigation into the fault, allow 
strip down and overhaul pistons and valve heads, new charge of gas and leak tested to owners 
satisfaction. It is a single wire average speed system with individual temperature regulation in 
every room. Fan room filters and belts to check for correct operation and replace as required. 
Quote cost 
 
 
6.030    FRIDGES 
     
Fridge system to prove in working order, allow for compressor overhaul and leak test of 
complete systems. Fridge room insulation to check to ensure satisfactory condition. 
Quote cost 
 
 
6.040    LAUNDRY / SHOWER ROOMS 
 
Steam heating is provided to Ironing room, shower rooms, cloakrooms, drying rooms and 
sanitary suite, all steam lines to prove operational, heating coils in poor condition or missing, 
systems to be left in working order. 
Quote cost 
 
 
SECTION:7 
 
DAMAGE 
 
 
SECTION: 8  
HULL ITEMS FOR SURVEY 
 
TANKS AND SPACES FOR SURVEY 
EXAMINATION ONLY-TEST 
 
GENERAL 
 
These notes apply to the examination, test and survey of all tanks and spaces described in this 
section. 
 
1)    No access manholes or hatches to be removed without the authority of Chief Engineer, or 

Master. 
     
2)    All access hatches removed are to be replaced with new joints, allow two per tank, except 

small storage tanks where one manhole joint is required. 
 
3)    Adequate portable lighting to be provided for inspection and survey. 
 
4)    Accesses when opened to be protected where plates or rails have been removed. 
 
5)    Company regulations and procedures will be complied with for all entries into confined 

spaces and dangerous spaces. 
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6)     All tanks once opened are to be gassed freed, safe entry certificates are to be issued on a              

daily  basis, where hot work is required hot  work certificates to be issued                                          
 
7)    Tanks are to be ventilated continuously while open by natural  and mechanical means. 
 
8)    In  all opened tanks and  spaces the atmosphere to  be tested  each day when open and  

confirmed safe for entry or re entry. 
                                  
9)    An allowance should be made for each space or tank concerned   to be cleaned to the 

standards one would normally expect for a  Surveyor to carryout a complete examination. 
 

This allowance should include removal of liquid waste scale and sludge, hand wiping or     
scraping.  Removal of docking plugs and  replacement after draining. 

 
10)    Where tank testing is required an allowance should be made for  the removal of plugs 

from double bottom water tanks a second time, after the test, to allow water used in 
testing to be  drained out.  An allowance should be made to open up and inspect all air 
vents on survey tanks and to overhaul the weighted sounding  pipe cocks and closing 
caps on double bottom tanks. 

 
12)   Under no circumstances are tanks to be pumped up "to put  a head on" during testing. 

Only gravity or small bore fresh water hose pipes into sounding pipes or vents are to be 
used. 

 
13)   The contractor will ensure that there is an agreed emergency procedure, for incidents 

involving tank entry, between the Master, Chief Engineer and the Yard, prior to any tank 
entry. 

 
 
14)   Where tank testing is required an allowance should be made to externally clean any areas 

required by the surveyor during his inspection. 
 Allow for the opening up of surrounding spaces and the cleaning of such spaces/tanks 

etc. to allow the survey to take place. 
 
15)   Every precaution must be taken to prevent contamination and  overflow when tank testing 

and it is important that any person  involved in tank testing clearly demonstrates his 
understanding of the pipe work systems to the Chief Engineer before any  testing 
operation. 

 
16) Items 1-15 should be included in price of individual jobs. 
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8.010   INSPECTION OF TANKS 
 
Description        Tank Capacity m3 gross    Function of the tank    Location 
Fuel Tank No.1             32.3     Reserve of fuel       42-48 Starboard 
Fuel Tank No.2            44.54     Reserve of fuel      42-49 Port 
Fuel Tank No.3            6.66 (Overflow)  Reserve of fuel      42-49  
Separated Oil Tank            2.61     Reserve of expendable oil     42-43 Port 
Service Tank             1.03     Reserve of expendable oil     42-43 Main deck 
Port 
Oil Storage Tank            2.71     Reserve of oil      28-32 Port  
Waste oil Tank            1.68     Collecting of waste oil     23-26 Port 
Sludge Tank             0.40     Contaminated oil      28-29 Starboard 
Sump oil Tank             0.85     Collecting of sump oil     40-42 Port 
 
Description        Tank Capacity m3 gross    Function of the fuel tank     Location 
Boiler water storage            8.02     Boiler water storage           43-45 
Starboard 
Boiler water service Tank     1.44     Boiler water collecting/supply 42-43 Starboard 
Fresh Water No.1           12.71     Fresh Water Storage          45-49 
Starboard 
Fresh Water No.2           22.23     Fresh Water Storage       48-49 Port 
Fresh Water No.3           30.94     Fresh Water Storage           49-55 
Starboard 
Bilge water collecting           12.87     Collecting of bilge water      30-35 
Bilge water separation          1.96     Bilge water separation      30-32 Starboard 
 
Description        Tank Capacity m3 gross    Function of the tank    Location 
Sewage Water Tank           24.79     Collecting of sewage     61-67 Port 
Household Water Tank         27.96     Collecting of sewage     49-61 
Ballast Stbd side No.1          6.79     Ballast of Dredger      42-48 Starboard 
Ballast Port side No.2           8.15     Ballast of dredger      42-49 Port 
Stern Ballast Stbd No.3        22.71     Ballast trimming      82-90 Starboard  
Stern Ballast Port No.4         22.71     Ballast trimming      82-90 Port 
Cofferdam, Stbd           15.8             6-23 Starboard 
Cofferdam, Port           16.8             6-21 Port 
Cofferdam Stbd           7.9     Submergence protection     22-39 Starboard 
Cofferdam Port           6.9     Submergence protection     23-30 Port 
Cofferdam            8.4     Protection potable water          48-49 Starboard 
  
Quote cost 
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TANKS AND SPACES FOR SURVEY  TEST ONLY 
 
8.02     ANCHORS 
 
8.03     CABLES 
 
8.04     STEERING GEAR 
 
8.05      AUXILARY STEERING GEAR 
 
8.06     SOUNDING PIPES & DOUBLINGS 
 
8.07      FIRE EQUIPMENT 
 
8.08     HELM INDICATOR 
 
8.09      WATERTIGHT DOORS 
 
8.10      HATCHWAYS AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.11      VENTILATORS & AIR PIPES & CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.12      CASINGS & THEIR CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.13      DECKHOUSES, COMPANIONWAYS & CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.14      SUPERSTRUCTURES & CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.15      STRUCTURE & SURROUNDING SHIPS STRUCTURE 

 HINGING ARRANGEMENTS 
 OPERATING MECHANISMS 

  SECURING ARRANGEMENTS 
  GASKETTING/SEALING ARREAGEMENTS 
  ALARMS, CONTROLS & SAFEGUARDS 
  BILGES SYSTEM/DRAINAGE ARRANGEMENTS 
 
8.16       WINDOWS, SIDESCUTTLES, DEADLIGHTS & CLOSING APPLIANCES 
 
8.17   GUARD RAILS & BULWARKS 
 
Quote cost of the above testing 
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SECTION: 9 
CONTINUOUS MACHINERY SURVEY 
ITEMS TO BE PRESENTED FOR SURVEY AS REQUIRED 
 
This section to be discussed with Class/ Flag state prior to docking and inserted into this 
specification. A function test of all machinery will be required and any defects repaired. A full list 
of spares will be required to carried by the barge, and must be checkend off against delivery list. 
Any items missing will require replacement.     

SECTION: 10 
MAIN ENGINES 
MAIN ENGINE OVERHAUL (NON SURVEY ITEMS) 
 
Maintenance sheets to be inspected prior to docking and full list of outstanding works to be 
entered into this section. 
All controls for engines to be function tested; shut downs proved in satisfactory condition. 
Allow head changes to all engines, supply spares. 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 11 
ENGINE ROOM REPAIRS 
 
To be compiled once engine trials completed prior to docking after thorough inspection of all 
running machinery systems. 
Lump sum allowance  
 
11.010       INCINERATOR 
  
11.020 BOILER 
 
11.030 PIPEWORK 
 
11.040 INSTRUMENTATION 
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11.010 INCINERATOR 
 
Burner unit to be overhauled and proved in good working order, boilers to be opened up and 
cleaned, internal inspection. All valves to be overhauled, seats and valves to be machined, 
safety valves float tested and locked after witness from surveyor 
Quote cost 
 
11.020 OIL FIRED BOILER AND MOUNTINGS 
 
Oil burning installation to be isolated.  Burner assembly and associated pipe work to be 
disconnected and drawn clear.  Safety valves to be set in surveyors presence. 
 
Boiler to be isolated, drained and manhole cover knocked in, water side to be thoroughly 
cleaned and afterwards washed out. 
 
End covers of combustion chambers and smoke boxes to remove. 
Combustion chamber and smoke tubes to be swept, cleaned and sighted. 
 
Refactory to be inspected and dealt with as instructed. 
 
All boiler mountings to be opened up for overhaul, valves to be ground into seats.  All to be re-
assemble, rejointed and glands repacked with new material. 
 
On completion, boiler to be closed up in good order using new jointing materials.  Safety valves 
are to be set in presence of Surveyor and new compression rings made and fitted. 
Quote cost   
 
11.030 PIPEWORK REPAIRS 
 
Allow for renewal of various sections of pipework. Quantity, lengths, location and type of 
material to be advised at later date. 
Quote cost 
 
11.060 INSTRUMENTATION 
 
Replace all defective instrumentation gauges to all machinery in engine room, details to be 
submitted prior to docking 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 12  
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS 
 
 
12.010    MAIN SWITCHBOARD AND EMERGENCY SWITCHBOARD CIRCUIT     
                BREAKERS 
 
12.020     NAVIGATION LIGHTS 
 
12.030 GALLEY EQUIPMENT 
 
12.040 TYRISTOR ELECTRIC DRIVES 
 
12.050 THERMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 
 
12.060 BATTERIES AND CHARGING 
 
12.070        ELECTRIC MOTORS 
 
12.80 ELECTRICAL GENERATORS 
 
12.090 ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC HEATERS  
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12.010   MAIN SWITCHBOARD & EMERGENCY SWITCHBOARD CIRCUIT BREAKERS  
 
The following work will be carried out  
 
Circuit breaker to be wound out to service position and flash guards removed.  Contacts to be 
checked for burning out wear etc. to be cleaned or replaced as necessary. All flexible 
connections to check and replace if required. All pivot pins and mechanical linkages, securing 
bolts etc. to check.  Overload, preferences and reverse power trips to check for correct 
operation. 
 
Sub Switchboards 
The following to be checked over:- 
 
1. Group Starters –  
2. Main Transformer Panel. 
3. Main Transformers. Two three phase 380/230V, one three phase 220./133V one single 

phase 380/26V, one frequency current transformer. 
4. Emergency Switchboard. 
 
All readings to take and record following current injection testing. 
 
SYSTEMS 
380V three-phase current for power consumers 
220V three-phase and single phase, lighting, signal lights, galley and domestic services. 
127V three –phase for technological machinery 
24V single phase for portable equipment 
24V direct current for signaling, emergency lighting and emergency consumer supplies. 
26V, 200Htz for electric power supply. 
Voltage 440V of direct current is used in anchor chains of electric motor of current drive thyristor 
electric drives of propulsion, scoop chain, cross dredging and bower winches.  
Quote cost 
 
 
12.020    NAVIGATION LIGHTS 
 
All navigation lanterns 3 signal masts to be taken down and prepared for survey.  Insulation 
reading to be taken on all circuits and on lower than 1 meg open to be made good. 
 
Allow to make good minor structural damage. 
All plugs sockets to be cleaned and examined, allow replacing 3 on each ship (ship's supply). 
Allow also for removal/replacing of 1 meter of supply cable to each lantern. 
 
To be transported to Contractor's workshop and completely dismantled for on completion of 
survey all lanterns are to have new bulbs fitted and returned to their position. All plug socket 
glands etc. to be covered with Denso Tape. 
Quote cost 
 
 
12.030  GALLEY EQUIPMENT 
 
There is a fair amount of Galley equipment missing and very little working, full item list to be 
supplied prior to docking and fitted once in the yard. Galley oven one ring working, equipment to 
be overhauled / replaced. 
Galley exhaust trunking inspection covers to be removed and ducting degreased and cleaned 
as far up ducting as possible. 
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12.040 TYRISTOR ELECTRIC DRIVES 
 
All thyristor electric drives to be overhauled proved in working order to owner’s satisfactory 
condition. 

• Six sets thyristor electric drives type KGE-100, 440V continuous current for operating 
winches control. 

• Two sets of tractor electric drives type KTE-500, 440V of continuous current, for control 
scoop chain drive and propulsive systems (please note there is faults on this system as 
speed of buckets lower than design and propulsion system faulty. 

Control system of propulsion plant permits to operate the screw propellers separately. 
Quote cost 
 
12.050 THERMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 
 
Thermographic survey to be undertaken approximately one month before the scheduled Dry 
Docking by approved contractor, main switchboard and all electrical cabinets. 
Quote cost 
 
12.060     BATTRIES AND CHARGING 
 
The following storage batteries to be supplied 
Two acid batteries total voltage 24B for starting generator located in the workshop 
Two acid batteries supplied in radio station, 24B temporary emergency supply not less than 6 
hours. 
56 Alkaline batteries of type 5NK-55, installed in the battery room 

• 9 off for temporary emergency power VHF not less than 6 hours 
• 17 off for temporary emergency power to emergency lighting not less than 2 hours 
• 9 off for temporary emergency power supply fire alarm system not less than 12 hours 
• 16 off for temporary power supply audible alarm and light signaling system not less than 

1 hour. 
Two storage battery chargers of type VAKZ-2-40-21,  
All the above system to prove satisfactory to owners reprehensive, including the battery 
charging system. 
Quote cost 
 
12.070   ELECTRIC MOTORS     
     
All electric motors to mega test, vibration reading to be taken and recorded, allow 25% of motor 
strip down and overhauled, bearings etc 
Quote cost 
 
12.080    ELECTRICAL GENERATORS 
 
The following generator sets to be cleaned internally, air gaps recorded each phase mega 
tested, and cleaned internally. 

• One three-phase generator, synchronous type, GMS 14-41-12, 500kVt, 400V, 50Htz 
• One three-phase generator, synchronous type, GSS-114-8, 150kVt, 400V, 50Htz 
• One three-phase generator, synchronous type, MSS 83-4, 50kVt, 400V, 50Htz 

Quote cost 
 
 
12.090    ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC HEATERS 
 
The two electrical hot water heaters require replacement type BSE-300 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 13 
LOADLINE SURVEY 
 
ALL ITEMS TO BE SURVEYED TO BE SUPPLIED BY FLAG STATE / CLASS 
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SECTION 14  
 
LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES/FIRE PROTECTION 
 
 
14.010 LIFEBOAT PORT AND STBD SIDE  
 
14.020 LIFERAFT RELEASE HOOKS PORT AND STBD  
 
14.030 LIFEBOAT DAVITS 
 
14.040 LIFEBUOYS 
 
14.050   PYROTECHNICS 
 
14.060  MEDICAL CHEST 
 
14.070  LIFEJACKETS    
 
14.080   PRESENTATIONS OF ITEMS FOR SURVEY    
 
14.090 FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
   
14.100  COMPASS SUPPLY AND ADJUSTMENT 
 
14.110 LIFERAFTS 
 
14.120         SMOTHERING SYSTEM 
 
14.130 MOTOR LAUNCH /  WORK BOAT 
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14.010   LIFEBOAT PORT AND STBD SIDE 
 
Wires to be inspected and replaced as required, both lifeboats to be serviced and ensure all 
required equipment to meet survey requirements is supplied. 
Quote cost   
 
14.020  LIFE RAFT RELEASE HOOKS, PORT & STARBOARD - 2 OFF 
 
To be disconnected and removed from vessel, all hooks to overhaul and test. Certificates to 
supply. 
On return, these are to be fitted in good working order. 
Allowance to be made for handling and transport. 
Quote cost 
 
14.030 LIFEBOAT DAVITS 
 
Life boat launch and lifting is carried out by gravity-type crane (davits) and the electric boat 
winches type LS-1, with tractive effort 1600kGs. Wires to be inspected and replaced as 
required, 
 
Allow two life boat davit sheaves to overhaul and thorough inspection for cracks carried out. 
To be cleaned up, greased and refitted. 
Quote cost 
 
14.040 LIFE BUOYS   
 
Four life buoys to be supplied and presented for survey, one of which is with the light buoys and 
two with life saving lines. “Man Overboard” lights to examine and test.  Life buoys to be removed 
from rack for Surveyor and re-stowed on completion. 
Quote cost 
 
 
14.050   PYROTECHNICS 
 
All pyrotechnics and line throwing apparatus to produce for Surveyor, re-stow on completion. 
Signal Lamps, navigation lamps and shapes to layout. Re-stow on completion of Survey. 
Quote cost 
 
 
14.060     MEDICAL CHEST 
 
To be checked over by a qualified chemist and any deficiencies made good.  Itemized account 
to be rendered for any deficiencies. 
Quote cost 
 
14.070   LIFEJACKETS     
 
Lifejackets to be removed from their stowage position, throughout vessel, assembled, tested, 
counted and presented to Surveyor, afterwards, re-stowed in good order. To supply 36 
individual life jackets with certificates.  
Quote cost 
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14.080   PRESENTATION OF ITEMS FOR SURVEYOR  
            
Contractor is to state clearly that the ship's staff will be allowed to prepare and present for 
survey  the following items, and to replace all such items as required:- 
Line Throwing Apparatus   
Shapes and Sound Signals  
Load Line Marks  
Emergency Fire & Bilge Pump  
Pump Remote Operation   
Bilge Pump Test  
Sprinkler Installation  
Signaling Lamp  
Pilot Ladder  
Distress Signals  
Bilge System Remote Operation. 
Emergency Fire & Bilge Test   
Fuel Oil System Remote Operation   
Watertight Doors-Power   
Fire Alarms   
Aux. Steering Gear Trials  
Fire Doors  
Machinery Space Hoses  
Hydrants  
Nozzles and Sand Bins  
Accommodation. Hoses, Hydrant and Nozzles  
Medical Scales  
Nozzles  
International Shore Connection 
Machinery Space Remote Stops  
Engine room smothering System  
Water Tight Doors-Local & Hand   
Accommodation. & Control Station  
Emergency Lighting   
Public Address System  
Breathing Apparatus & Equipment   
Fire Control Plan  
Motor Lifeboat Trials  
Quote cost 
 
14.090    FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT    
 
All fire fighting items to be serviced per Flag State requirements.  The following work to be 
undertaken by accredited agents. All fire fighting apparatus such as extinguishers, hoses, 
nozzles to be checked and certificate issued.  
   
BREATHING SETS TO EXAMINE AND SERVICE. 
SMOTHERING SYSTEM 
Complete systems to be overhauled and serviced. On completion test certificates to be 
provided. 
Quote cost 
 
14.100   COMPASS SUPPLY AND ADJUSTMENT 
 
Supply two compasses, one location for wheelhouse and the other in front outside deck. 
Upon departure from the yard, fully accredited compass adjuster is to attend the vessel 
compass is to be swung and then adjusted and certificate issued. 
Allow for transport ashore upon completion. 
Quote cost 
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14.110 LIFERAFTS 
 
Two life rafts require service and certified, type PSN-6H with the ship load of 13 people; the life 
rafts are stowed on the special facilities, provided for the raft dropping over board. Life rafts to 
be tested and surveyed. 
Quote cost 
 
14.120 SMOTHERING SYSTEM 
 
Engine room smothering system to prove operational, each section to present to surveyor, allow 
for service of 50% valves, system to be proved by air.  
Quote cost 
 
14.130      MOTOR LAUNCH / WORK BOAT  
 
Five-seater motor launch installed on the main deck, full service to be carried out to boat, 
equipment and motor. 
Workboat is positioned aft, some fiberglass repairs are required to the hull structure, outboard 
motor is stowed in the aft steering room, to replace if missing. 
Motor launch to be landed ashore in suitable cradle and engine, gearbox to be serviced by 
authorized service engineer, damage to the crafts hull to be repaired with fiber glass repair 
system. A detailed check carried out to craft equipment and to replenish items as required. 
Quote cost 
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SECTION: 15 
 DREDGER GEAR 
 
15.010 DREDGER SCOOP GEAR 
 
15.020 FRAME LIFTING GEAR 
 
15.030 SOIL -  DISCHARGE SYSTEM 
 
15.040 CROSS DREDGING GEAR 
 
15.050 LOAD GEAR 
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15.010 DREDGER SCOOP GEAR 
 
The intermediate links of the scoops are cast steel 2 links in every binding, the end pins of the 
scoops and links are made from high manganese steel, the scoop bushes are made from high 
manganese steel. Allow to inspect three selected linkages, clearances to check and condition of 
bushes links. 
The steel cast dredging scoop with battering cutting edges, knives and seating’s to be checked, 
allow for three selected and confirm condition of flux cored wire imbedded into cutting edges. 
The load shaft of the dredging scoop gear is installed on three rollers of spherical type. To be 
inspected and proved in satisfactory condition. 
Chain gear dredging scoop sensors to prove satisfactory. 
Centralized lubrication system to prove satisfactory, feeding chain drive bearings, ramps and 
leading drum. 
Quote cost 
 
15.020 FRAME LIFTING GEAR 
 
The lifting and lowering of the dredging scoop frame consists of electrical winch (28Tons), 
installed in the forepeak. Winch cut off switches to prove in extreme positions, brake system to 
be overhauled on the electric drive control. Use frame lifting gear special hanging bars (ships 
supply), to carry out above service, all proved satisfactory operation on completion. 
Quote cost 
 
15.030 SOIL DISCHARGE SYSTEM 
 
The soil discharge gear consists of soil valve with drive, discharge trays and two electric 
winches. 
Soil valve to be overhauled, 100mm thick, and made from sheet plates 50mm, hydraulic drive to 
function test and allow overhaul. Overhaul of the soil take off valve for maintenance is effected 
across the soil take off trays. 
Limit swathes to be tested for lowering and lifting, winch operation to prove satisfactory. 
Quote cost 
 
15.040 CROSS DREDGING GEAR 
 
Six operating winches, (2 bow and 2 stern cross dredging gears, bow bower and stern bower, 
guide pulleys and anchors. All winches to function test, four cross dredging and one stern and 
bow. All cut off switches, speed controls, emergency operation and brakes to be serviced. 
Tyristor control direct current to be function tested. 
Quote cost  
 
15.050 LOAD GEAR 
 
The turning crane capacity 3tons outreach 7.5m and is used for the lowering of anchors, 
submerged beams and launch. Winch operating gear to be overhauled, brakes tested and 
limits. 
Allow for service including wires and prove satisfactory 
Quote cost 
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SECTION 16  
 
16.010 MAIN RADIO STATION 
 
16.020 RADAR 
 
6.030 PUBLIC ADDRESS AND ALARM SYSTEM 
 
16.040 TALKBACK SYSTEMS 
 
16.050 SPEED LOG. 
 
16.060 ECHO SOUNDER 
 
16.070 AUTOPILOT 
 
16.080 BRIDGE PANEL 
 
16.090 SPARES AND TOOLS 
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16.010 MAIN RADIO STATION 
 
All equipment to receive full pre survey check and any defects to make good.  Aerials to 
megger, and insulators to clean or replace as necessary.  Wire aerials, whips, down leads, and 
halyards to check.  Aerial trunking to open, ventilate and clean lead in insulators.  Aerial 
switching unit to be opened up, cleaned and connections checked.  Emergency batteries to 
inspect, clean and charge.  All VHF sets to prove on mains and emergency changeover to 
reserve supply.  Ensure adequate D/F checks completed, inspect loops and D/F gong. At 
present a main radio station will be required to be supplied. This equipment is known to be 
defective and may require replacement.  
Quote cost 
 
16.020 RADAR 
 
A full pre-survey check will be carried out and defects noted as necessary.  All scanners, 
motors, belts, bearings and brushes to check on inter switch. It may be required by class to 
provide a new Radar of sufficient distance readings, to be confirmend prior to arrival at yard. 
The equipment is known to be defective and may require replacement. 
Quote cost 
 
16.030 PUBLIC ADDRESS AND ALARM SYSTEM 
 
All speakers to be checked for function, and sound quality.  All control units to be checked for 
correct paging to each selected group.  Rack connections to check for tightness, and all lamps 
to test.  Alarms to be proved all areas, and system to prove on emergency supply changeover.  
Quote cost  
 
16.040 TALKBACK SYSTEM (INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS). 
 
All units to be tested for correct function, service and repaired as required.  Particular check to 
be made for Bridge/Steering gear link, as required to prove to class. 
 
16.050 SPEED LOG. 
 
Transducer window to sight for damage (allow for removal of one keel block).  Transducer 
housing to sight.  Window to protect from paint and to sight clean prior to floating.  Full check of 
all slave units. 
 Quote cost 
 
16.060 ECHO SOUNDER 
 
Transducer face to sight from dock, to be protected from paint and sighted clean prior to 
flooding.  Transducer cabling to be resistance and insulation tested.  Clean inside master unit,   
transducer to be clear of blocks. 
Quote cost 
 
16.070 AUTOPILOT 
 
Full function check, main systems and emergency, N.F.U. system. 
Command relays to clean/or replace. 
Quote cost 
 
16.080 BRIDGE PANELS 
 
Function test all alarm channels. 
Quote cost 
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16.090 SPARES AND TOOLS 
 
All radio/radar tools and spares to be up to required standard.  Also gyro, auto pilot, echo 
sounder spares to class standards. 
Quote cost 
 
SECTION 17 : SUB-CONTRACTORS 
 
The following sub-contractors are required to carry out  repairs,  modifications, survey and 
inspection to specialist equipment direct to Owner's Account. 
 
These sub-contractors as listed are to be allowed to work on the ship employing their own staff.  
Prospective contractors are to state that they will provide assistance and facilities to these sub-
contractors, If required. 
 
The sub-contractors listed will be contacted by the Owner. 
 
To be inserted 
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SECTION 7:  BUDGET REPORT 
 
See attached spreadsheet. 
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MV AWAZA 
 

Vessel type     Self- propelled barge 
 
Year of Build     1984 
 
Length      47.34M 
 
Width      8M 
 
Draft      0.82M unladened, 1.94M fully ladened 
 
Capacity     250 m3 
 
Speed      Unladened – 4 knots, Ladened – 3 knots 
 
Engine Power     165kw 
 
Classification     None (Russian Licence 
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8 NSPECTION OF BARGE AWAZA 
 
 

 
 
 
Side view of the Barge; note the hull condition which is in a poor state, 
barge required to refit and establish shell plate thickness.  
 
 

 
 
 
View from entrance to Engine room, showing a boiler missing, watchman  
Said it was removed some time ago. This will require replacement. 
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View of the Main Engine, requires attention with full testing and  
inspection. A full service will be required. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Switchboard is very dirty; the whole atmosphere was filled with oil  
vapor, full service and test required 
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The generator is in poor condition will require full service and load test,  
the controls are a mess  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Function test equipment of all bridge equipment to prove all systems, 
safety equipment check required  
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More bridge control will be required to prove satisfactory, I have  
concerns that any equipment can be used.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
All shut engine downs and alarms look burnt and overheated, I have  
no confidence in any of the controls or protection equipment., full  
test to be carried out 
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Air bottles and compressor in engine room. The engine room was in an 
extremely oily condition and there was evidence of smoke throughout  
bulkheads. Pressure vessels will require testing, compressor overhaul. 
 
 

 
 
We could not survey Barge Gyyanly above, as we were unable to  
reach vessel, Crew advised that it is in poor condition with engine 
problems and awaiting spares. 
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Hopper release equipment should be overhauled and it is unknown  
if it is in working condition 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
View of the barge hold, requires repairs and steel replaced deemed  
necessary. Plate thickness measurements to be taken in the hold, 
ballast / buoyancy tanks and shell plating. Repairs to be carried 
out as necessary. 
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Forecastle and anchor equipment, to be function tested and ensure  
all equipment in place 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Condition of deck and dredge holding area as mentioned above  
will require plate thickness testing  
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Bridge of Barge outside view, severe rust around window areas  
and must be repaired to ensure watertight. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
These photos indicate poor hull condition, on inspection  
close to the waterline the rust scale is evident 
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9 CONCLUSION 
 
We were unable to visit the Barge GYYANLY due to the unavailability of a boat to take us out to 
it. 
 
The barge AWAZA was moored alongside another vessel with her bow close to the waters 
bank. Once on board we met the watch man and I proceeded to carry out survey of the barge. It 
quickly became apparent that equipment was missing as identified in the above photos. The 
underwater shell plating requires inspection in dry dock and considerable work required to bring 
the Barge to a usable standard. We could not inspect the steering gear compartment as the 
hatch cover was jammed shut. No machinery could be operated to inspect condition of 
equipment with only a watchman and deck staff member from the Dredger. I understand it was 
classed for inland waterways when delivered to Turkmenistan this has since fallen out of class. I 
would recommend docking both barges and bring equipment and vessels back to 
seaworthiness’. The Russian passport is to be used sighted along with vessel drawings to 
establish equipment required for class, this was not available during visit.   
 
10 ANCHOR BOAT 
 
The anchored boat is propelled by twin paddle wheels at the stern and is equipped with deck 
cranes and towing gear. The propulsion system would allow it to operate in shallow water but is 
in poor state of repair with all control equipment in the wheel house removed. It does not look as 
if it has run for some considerable time. It will require complete mechanical strip down and 
replacement of removed parts. It appears as if it has been abandoned previously and thus it is 
not expected to be viable to rebuild.  
 
 
11  BUDGET ESTIMATE 
 
A lump sum provision can be made for the above barges, doubts as to whether this would be 
cost effective considering the age and condition and there suitability. Because of the above I 
would allow £300,000 each barge to allow for potential steel replacement. 
 
I would recommend that the vessels return to the builder’s yard, where all the above works can 
be carried out with the expertise required. 
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7 BUDGET ESTIMATE (in GB Pounds)

DRY-DOCK SPECIFICATION BUDGET

SECTION  GENERAL SERVICES BUDGET (GBP)
2.01  RIGGING AND TUBBOATS 2000
2.02 SHORE POWER CONNECTION AND SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY 1500
2.03 HEATING LAMPS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS 500
2.04 GANGWAYS 500
2.05 WHARFAGE 1000
2.06 FIRE PRECAUTIONS 2000
2.07 ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR MACHINERY SPACES 500
2.08 FRESH WATER 500
2.09 COMPRESSED AIR 500
2.1 EARTH CONNECTION 100

2.11 GARBAGE AND WASTE DISPOSAL 500
2.12 GAS FREE CERTIFICATE 5 visits 500
2.13 DOCK TRIAL/SEA TRIAL Team x 4 400
2.14 ANTI CORROSION PROTECTION 100
2.15 MACHINERY AND SPACES 3000
2.16 SEWAGE DISPOSAL 1000
2.17 CALIBRATION RECORDS 50
2.18 STAGING 800
2.19 SHIPS DRAWING
2.2 SECURITY AND FIRE WATCHMEN 2000

2.21 TEMPORARY LIGHTS 500
2.22 CLEANING TANK TOPS AND BILGES 3000

TOTAL 18950

SECTION DRY-DOCKING AND UNDERWATER WORK
3.01 DOCKING & UNDOCKING 14 days - 2k/day + dock 48000
3.02 DOCK SURVEY 200
3.03 SACRIFICAL ANODES 2000
3.04 NOZZELS STEERING GEAR (2) 15000
3.05 PROPELLER SHAFT 10000
3.06 SEWAGE SYSTEM OVERBOARD VALVES 500
3.07 LOAD LINE AND DRAUGHT MARKS 400
3.08 ECHO SOUNDER 100
3.09 ANCHOR FORWARD 1000
3.1 SEA CONNECTIONS AND DISCHARGES 2000

3.11 STORM VALVES 1000
3.12 WINNEL VALVES 1000
3.13 SEA CHESTS 1200

TOTAL 82400

SECTION PAINTING
4.01 GENERAL 5000
4.02 SURFACE PREPARATION - GRIT BLASTING 5000
4.03 PAINTING (Film thickness, drying time and surface preparation) 2000
4.04 UNDERWATER AREA TO DRAFT MARK  - Supply paint return unused 15000
4.05 TOPSIDE 2000
4.06 PORT OF REGISTRY 500
4.07 FOR'D AND AFT FRESH WATER TANKS 500
4.08 DISPOSAL OF PAINTING EQUIPMENT 500
4.09 DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED HULL SHOT BLAST 500

 TOTAL 31000

SECTION DECK REPAIRS
5.01 DOMESTIC FRESH WATER TANKS X 3 1500
5.02 SEWAGE TANKS 500
5.03 MOORING DECK WINCHES 7000
5.04 WATERTIGHT DOORS IN MACHINERY SPACES 1500
5.05 RAILINGS/BULWARK 1000
5.06 BUCKET FRAMES LIFTING WIRE Cert reg 2500
5.07 DECK VENTS 500
5.08 DECK SCUPPERS 500
5.09 ACCOMMODATION CUSHION MOUNTS 2500
5.1 SALVAGE CRAFTS BOAT-HANDLING GEAR 1500

TOTAL 19000



SECTION ACCOMMODATION
6.01 FUNCTION TEST CUSHY MOUNTS 1500
6.02 AIR CONDITIONING 3000
6.03 FRIDGES 3000
6.04 LAUNDRY/SHOWER ROOMS 2000

 TOTAL 9500

SECTION DAMAGE
7.01 Allow 15k  15,000

TOTAL 15,000

SECTION HULL SURVEY ITEMS
8.01 TANKS FOR INSPECTION 27 tanks spaces, gaskets bolts 5000
8.02 ANCHORS 200
8.03 CABLES 500
8.04 STEERING GEAR 200
8.05 AUXILARY STEERING GEAR 200
8.06 SOUNDING PIPES AND DOUBLINGS 100
8.07 FIRE EQUIPMENT 500
8.08 HELM INDICATOR 50
8.09 WATER TIGHT DOORS 150
8.1 HATCHWAYS AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 150

8.11 VENTILATORS AND AIR PIPES AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 150
8.12 CASINGS AND THEIR CLOSING APPLIANCES 200
8.13 DECKHOUSES, COMPANIONWAYS AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 500
8.14 SUPERSTRUCTURES AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 500
8.15 STRUCTURES 300
8.16 WINDOWS, SIDESCUTTLES, DEADLIGHTS AND CLOSING APPLIANCES 150
8.17 GUARD RAILS AND BULWARKS 200

TOTAL 9050

SECTION CONTINUOUS MACHUNERY SURVEY
9.01 lump sum items to be confirmed 30000

TOTAL 30000
SECTION MAIN ENGINE WORK

10.01 CONTROLS FUNCTION TESTED lump sum 5000
10.011 HEAD OVERHAUL OF ALL ENGINES lump sum, spares 200000

TOTAL 205000
SECTION ENGINE ROOM REPAIRS

11.01 INCINERATOR 2000
11.02 BOILER 3000
11.03 PIPE WORK allow lump sum 2000
11.04 INSTRUMENTATION 1500

other works 15000
TOTAL 23500

SECTION ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
12.01 MAINSWITCHBOARD AND EMERGENCY CIRCUITS 10000
12.02 NAVIGATION LIGHTS 2000
12.03 GALLEY EQUIPMENT supply defective items including missing 15000
12.04 TYRISTOR ELECTRIC DRIVES 3000
12.05 THERMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 1500
12.06 BATTERIES AND CHARGING supply batteries 3000
12.07 ELECTRIC MOTORS 2000
12.08 ELECTRICAL GENERATORS 4500
12.09 ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC HEATERS 1500

TOTAL 42500
SECTION LOAD LINE SURVEY

13.01 lump sum 10000
TOTAL 10000



SECTION LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES / FIRE PROTECTION
14.01 LIFEBOAT PORT AND STBD SIDE 2500
14.02 LIFERAFT RELEASE HOOKS PORT AND STBD 500
14.03 LIFEBOAT DAVITS 1000
14.04 LIFEBUOYS 200
14.05 PYROTECHNICS 100
14.06 MEDICAL CHEST 100
14.07 LIFEJACKETS supply 37 2000
14.08 PRESENTATIONS OF ITEMS FOR SURVEY ships staff 0
14.09 FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 8000
14.1 COMPASS SUPPLY AND ADJUSTMENT supply (2) 2000

14.11 LIFERAFTS allow replacement type PSN-6H 5000
14.12 SMOTHERING SYSTEM 1000
14.13 MOYOR LAUNCH / WORK BOAT service, missing parts relpaced 5000

TOTAL 27400
SECTION DREDGING GEAR

15.01 DREDGER SCOOP GEAR 10000
15.02 FRAME LIFTING GEAR 5000
15.03 SOIL DISCHARGE SYSTEM 8000
15.04 LOAD GEAR 3000

TOTAL 26000

SECTION RADIO AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
16.01 MAIN RADIO STATION to sullpy approved model 5000
16.02 RADAR to sullpy approved model 15000
16.03 PUBLIC ADDRESS AND ALARM SYSTEN 5000
16.04 TALKBACK SYSTEM 1000
16.05 SPEED LOG 500
16.06 ECHO SOUNDER allow to supply if defective 3000
16.07 AUTOPILOT 1000
16.08 BRIDGE PANEL 8000
16.09 SPARES AND TOOLS vessel must carry approved spares list 50000

TOTAL 88500
SECTION CONTRACTORS

SECTION BUDGET COST
2 18950
3 82400
4 31000
5 19000
6 9500
7 15000
8 9050
9 30000
10 20500
11 23500
12 42500
13 10000
14 26400
15 27400
16 88500

TOTAL 453700

50000 additional money to allow vessel to re-fit, fuel , stores and 
TOTAL 503700 GBP equipment required 50k




